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Abstract 

 This thesis tests the limits of applied theatre production by examining performances of 

Colleen Wagner’s play The Monument by ISÔKO: The Theatre Source, an intercultural 

Canadian-Rwandan theatre company. I detail how ISÔKO challenged discourses that normalize 

the notion of forgiveness when they performed at makeshift theatres in Rwanda (2008-2011) and 

at the 2011 World Stage Festival in Toronto, Canada. I illustrate the radical potential of a 

Canadian play to provoke important discussions about citizenship and justice through the 

production of a utopian performative, but I expose the problem of voyeurism when an applied 

theatre company from a place of war performs a play about a post-genocide community at an 

international festival. ISÔKO’s Monument enabled productive social work on the World Stage, 

but only by refusing to produce utopia in performance. I conclude that a performance does not fit 

within the applied theatre rubric when it cannot gesture towards hope. 
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Preface 

 There is a story in Philip Gourevitch’s heart-breaking account of the 1994 Rwandan 

genocide in We Regret to Inform You that Tomorrow We Will be Killed with our Families that 

has haunted me since 2008 when I first read this remarkable piece of literary journalism. 

Gourevitch recalls a night in 1996 when his vehicle broke down and he was stranded on the side 

of the road between Kigali and Kibuye, awaiting rescue and trying to avoid conflict with the 

Hutu militiamen that continued to terrorize the countryside. He heard a woman in a valley 

screaming “a wild and terrible sound” (33). There was a pause—just long enough for her to fill 

her lungs with air—and she screamed again, higher, faster and more frantic the second time. 

Before the woman’s breath broke, other voices joined in. A local man informed Gourevitch that 

a soldier was trying to rape the woman who cried. The whooping was a distress signal that 

carried an obligation: “You hear it, you do it, too. And you come running,” he said. “No choice. 

You must. If you ignored this crying, you would have questions to answer. This is how 

Rwandans live in the hills” (qtd. in Gourevitch 34). This convention is founded on the belief that 

every individual in the community is responsible for each other: 

 I cry, you cry. You cry, I cry. We all come running, and the one that stays quiet, the one 

 that stays home, must explain. Is he in league with the criminals? Is he a coward? And 

 what would he expect when he cries? This is simple. This is normal. This is community. 

 (qtd. in Gourevitch 34) 

This story illustrates a community living “separately together” (34) that takes responsibility for 

the wellbeing of all of its members. It is a community that reacts when someone in that 

community is in danger. Every individual is obligated to protect every other and they are held to 

their end of the bargain. This community embodies the ideals of citizenship.   
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 Alternatively, in 1994 the international community spectated the slaughter of nearly one 

million Rwandans rather than intervened. Individual politicians can be held responsible for 

failing to recognize Rwanda’s conflict as genocide despite force commander Lieutenant-General 

Romeo Dallaire’s efforts to draw attention to early warnings of an emerging genocide; however, 

the Rwandan genocide also unequivocally represents the deficiency of global citizenship and the 

“global political consciousness” that characterizes contemporary notions of cosmopolitanism 

(Cheah 486).
1
 Fifty years earlier the discovery of Nazi concentration camps shocked the world 

into bold new promises: a Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the creation of the United 

Nations Genocide Convention. Nations pledged that they would “never again” tolerate acts of 

genocide. They professed that the imperative to take action to prevent genocide overrode 

interests of nationalism. The sincerity of those pledges was tested in 1994. Gourevitch observed 

that since the end of World War II, never had a county been so completely and totally convulsed 

by an effort of unambiguous genocide as in Rwanda (61). Although UN member states were 

appalled, those same authorities, apart from a few exceptions, did nothing substantive to deter 

the situation (Dallaire qtd. in Melvern 42). In broad daylight, Tutsi people were slaughtered with 

machetes because the killers and organizers of the genocide knew that there would be little 

interference from the international community (Melvern 6).  

The Rwandan genocide and the failure of the United Nations Assistance Mission in 

Rwanda (UNAMIR) are mired in a history of oppression and disenfranchisement of African 

peoples. The Rwandan genocide is indicative of the continuing inequities of imperialism where 

                                                 
1
 Pheng Cheah argues that the concept of cosmopolitanism in modernity has developed from an “intellectual ethos” 

to a “vision of a global political consciousness that is generated and sustained by institutional structures” (486). 
These institutions function as the legal and political foundations for the advocacy of cosmopolitanism as a form of 
right. Cheah notes that since its conception in 18

th
 century European philosophy, the central problem of 

cosmopolitanism has been whether or not the world is interconnected enough to sustain institutions that have a 
global reach, such as the United Nations (486).  
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geopolitical interests dictate what is and is not of humanitarian concern. It is not my intent to 

linger in the realm of abstract universalism, but as I wish to explore the role of theatre in 

facilitating intercultural dialogue about human rights and global citizenship, I suspect some 

historical context about Canadian-Rwandan relations is helpful. If intercultural performance is, 

as Ric Knowles suggests, “the attempt to bridge cultures through performance, to bring different 

cultures into productive dialogue with one another on the stage, in the space between the stage 

and the audience, and within the audience” (Theatre & Interculturalism 1), it is necessary to be 

mindful of Canada’s involvement in the Rwandan genocide and post-genocide recovery, as well 

as the political figures and cultural texts that contribute to the representation, documentation, and 

memorialization of Rwanda’s genocide in Canada. This background is also necessary for 

understanding what it means to build a monument to Rwanda’s genocide in Canada.  

Canadian-Rwandan relations are complex not just because Canada is part of the 

international community that bears the burden of not intervening in the genocide. Canadian 

policy was geared towards establishing Canada as a leader in international peacekeeping when 

Lieutenant General Roméo Dallaire was commissioned Force Commander of the United Nations 

Assistance Mission in Rwanda (UNAMIR), the low-budget mission that was mandated to 

oversee the implementation of the Arusha Accords.
2
 Throughout the implementation period in 

the beginning of 1994, a United Nations peacekeeping force was deployed in Rwanda to monitor 

the peace agreement, and assist and supervise during the transitional period in which Tutsis were 

supposed to assume positions of power within the existing Hutu-dominated government. At the 

outset, the United Nations mission was a classic example of peacekeeping, a “provision of a 

                                                 
2
 The Arusha Accords were a set of agreements signed on August 4, 1993 between the government of Rwanda and 

the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) to end the civil war. I provide additional contextual information about the 
genocide and the post-genocide reconciliation process in my Introduction.  
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neutral buffer between two enemies” (Melvern 2). This was the first time a Canadian general was 

sent as a commander of a United Nations mission in Africa. It is customary for a nation to 

provide a substantial military component when one of its generals is given the job of force 

commander, but as Dallaire explains, Canadian Foreign Affairs opposed a contingent because it 

was overcommitted in the Balkans and on other missions (85).
3
 Despite Dallaire’s efforts, the 

failure of UNAMIR reflected poorly on the United Nations as well as on Canada. The 

international community’s failure to provide the 5,000 troops that Dallaire believed could put a 

stop to the bloodbath illustrated the international community’s general fatigue from the 

concurrent crises in the former Yugoslavia, Mozambique, Haiti and Somalia. 

On April 7, 2004, Kofi Annan, Secretary-General of the United Nations issued an 

apology for the United Nations’ role, and his personal role, in Rwanda’s genocide. He 

acknowledged that there had been enough information to act, and that clear and repeated alarm 

signals of a state-sponsored plan for genocide were ignored. He declared, “No one can claim 

ignorance. All who were playing any part in world affairs at that time should ask, what more 

could I have done? How would I react next time—and what am I doing now to make it less 

likely there will be a next time?” (qtd. in Grünefeld and Huijboom 239). Then, he launched an 

Action Plan to Prevent Genocide that involved the whole United Nations system, suggesting that 

this course of action was “the only fitting memorial the United Nations can offer to those whom 

its inaction in 1994 condemned to die” (qtd. in Grünefeld and Huijboom 239). In April 2010, on 

the occasion of the first Canadian state visit to the country since the genocide, Governor General 

                                                 
3
 During Dallaire’s mission, Canada supplied two Hercules aircraft, which provided enough transport for medical 

evacuation and logistical backup for Dallaire’s small force, and sent twelve staff officers, which made it the only 
nation to reinforce the mission in April and May 1994 (Dallaire 207). When the original force of 450 members was 
expanded to 5,500, Canada sent 300 Canadians to set up zones to protect refugees. For Canadian policy toward 
Rwanda, see Dallaire 216 and Howard Adelman’s chapter in The Path of a Genocide: The Rwanda Crisis from 
Uganda to Zaire. 
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Michaëlle Jean formally apologized to Rwanda on behalf of Canadians for failing to act “soon 

enough.” She declared that the genocide was made possible by the “indifference and inaction of 

the international community,” and emphasized that “the world’s failure to respond adequately to 

the genocide is a failure in which Canada—a part of the international community—readily 

acknowledges its fair share of responsibility” (qtd. in “GG Apologizes”). The Governor 

General’s belief that Canada could have made a difference infers realization of a wrongdoing, 

recognition of the failure to take responsibility, and establishes a context for collective guilt.  

 In Canada the cultural memory of Rwanda’s genocide is largely preserved through 

Dallaire’s ongoing and influential presence in Canadian news media, popular culture, and 

politics. As force-commander of UNAMIR, he had a front-row ticket to the Rwandan tragedy. In 

the 2004 documentary Shake Hands with the Devil Dallaire explains that “we were literally 

witnessing the slaughter of human beings, and that would in itself become a mandate for us … to 

witness the failure of humanity.” Upon retiring from the Canadian Forces, Dallaire has emerged 

as an avid campaigner against human-rights abuses and the use of child soldiers, as well as a 

spokesperson for veterans’ health.
4
 In 2005 he was appointed to the Canadian Senate by former 

Prime Minister Paul Martin. He is popularly constructed as a “Western hero” for his persistent 

attempts to reach the international community despite the failure of his mission.
5
 Dallaire refuses 

                                                 
4
 In 2006, Dallaire founded the Child Soldier Initiative, an organization committed to ending the use and recruitment 

of child soldiers worldwide, which is based at Dalhousie University. He has committed the rest of his life to the 
eradication of the use of child soldiers as an instrument of war (“Fight”). He has also written two books: Shake 
Hands with the Devil: The Failure of Humanity in Rwanda, his personal record of the genocide, and They Fight Like 
Soldiers: They Die Like Children: The Global Quest to Eradicate the Use of Child Soldiers, which describe the 
ethical difficulties a peacekeeper confronts when faced by child soldiers. Shake Hands with the Devil won the 
Governor General’s Award for Non-Fiction in 2004. Both of his books have been turned into documentaries (Shake  
Hands with the Devil: The Journey of Roméo Dallaire  (2004) and Fight like Soldiers, Die Like Children (2012). 
Shake Hands with the Devil was also produced as a feature film, starring Roy Dupuis, in 2007. 
5
 Tonda MacCharles reports that Dallaire is viewed by many as one who did “what he could” (n.pag.). He has 

received numerous peace prizes, including the 2012 Mahatma Gandhi Peace Award of Canada, the Pearson Medal 
of Peace (2005), the Aegis Award for Genocide Prevention from the Aegis Trust (2002), and the Vimy Award 
(1995). He was made an Officer in the Order of Canada (2002) and an Officer of the Legion of Merit of the United 
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to place the blame on the UN system, but passes it onto the member states of the Security 

Council and the General Assembly. This strategy of not blaming specific individuals or 

governments, but holding all parties accountable is a typical strategy in Dallaire’s public 

speaking engagements during which he raises difficult questions about our ethical responsibility 

to others, and provides suggestions of how the public can become more informed on human 

rights abuses. The Child Soldier Initiative provides a way in which to contribute to humanitarian 

projects. Dallaire prompts his public speaking engagements with the declaration that diplomatic 

apology to Rwanda is not enough to warrant forgiveness and “no amount of cash and aid will 

ever wash our hands clean of Rwandan blood” (157). He reminds his audience of the 

responsibilities of being among the international community and shames them for spectating the 

slaughter of hundreds of thousands of Rwandans in 1994. Then he inspires hope for change by 

investing in the trope of the child when he advocates for the eradication of child soldiers.  

 The Rwandan genocide has stimulated considerable cultural production in Canada. 

Literary and dramatic representations by Canadians include Gil Courtemanche’s novel Sunday at 

the Pool in Kigali, the two film adaptations of Shake Hands with the Devil (2004 and 2007), and 

Robert Fothergill’s play “Borderline.” Stories about the Rwandan genocide also became a focal 

part of the Montreal Life Stories project based out of Concordia University.
6
 Gourevitch’s 

literary journalism and the Academy Award-nominated American film, Hotel Rwanda (2004), 

based on the real-life story of Paul Rusesabagina, the manager of a luxury hotel in Kigali who 

gave refuge to 1268 people awaiting certain death, also circulated with popular and critical 

                                                                                                                                                             
States, the highest military decoration available to foreigners (1996).  
6
 Life Stories of Montrealers Displaced by War, Genocide, and other Human Rights Violations is an oral history 

project designed to document the experiences of mass violence and displacement of Montrealers. The team of 
interviewers includes university and community-based researchers. They record the testimonies of more than 500  
Montreal residents to reveal cultural and historical similarities between Montreal’s diverse communities and to trace 
the long-term effects of war, genocide, and other human rights abuses (“About the Project”).  
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success.
7
 These artistic practices keep the Rwandan genocide alive in Canadian culture. 

Additionally, in 2009 in Rwanda, as part of the fifteenth anniversary of the genocide, Ross 

Manson’s theatre company, Volcano, performed Michael Redhill’s 2005 play Goodness at the 

Arts Azimuts festival. In 2008-2011, ISÔKO: The Theatre Source performed Colleen Wagner’s 

play The Monument about the challenge of reconciliation in a post-genocide community. In 

2010, ISÔKO produced Wadji Mouawad’s 2000 play Littoral, which echoes the current situation 

of diaspora returnees to Rwanda from exile in countries such as Uganda. The efforts of these 

Canadian practitioners demonstrate how reconciliation between Canada and Rwanda is 

envisioned and enacted through the medium of theatre.  

 The events of the Rwandan genocide are not isolated in time or limited to the disputes of 

a group of African people. As Jennifer H. Capraru, the director of The Monument notes, “the 

relation of the past to the present affects the future” (16). The ways in which a community re-

presents and remembers the past sheds light on the lessons that were learned as well as the issues 

that have not been resolved. In subsequent analysis, I follow Baz Kershaw’s lead and search for 

moments of radicalness in performance where “oppressions are at the most intense, and where 

tolerant repression offers its subtlest welcome” (19). I search for moments in performance where 

audience members not only confront the challenges of existence and cohabitation, but where they 

are challenged to reflect upon and potentially revise their practices of citizenship and their sense 

of responsibility to other members of their local and global community.  

                                                 
7
 Keir Pearson, co-screenwriter to the film, explains that Hotel Rwanda was designed to reach a wide audience, “an 

audience that probably knew nothing about the Rwandan genocide, and make them aware” (21). 
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Introduction: Re-imagining Canadian Drama, Applied Theatre and Rwanda   

ISÔKO: The Theatre Source, directed by Canadian Jennifer H. Capraru, is an 

intercultural theatre company composed of Rwandan actors.
8
 They have performed The 

Monument, Colleen Wagner’s 1993 play, in makeshift theatres across Rwanda since 2008 as part 

of Rwanda’s national project of reconciliation. Beyond the performances in Rwanda, Capraru 

wanted to “share the lessons that Rwanda has learned with others across the globe—about why 

this little land continues to be a beacon of successful reconciliation shining brightly in a troubled 

world” (22). Subsequently, ISÔKO performed The Monument at the 2011 World Stage Festival 

in Toronto, Canada. Wagner’s play is loosely based on the 1990s conflict in the former 

Yugoslavia; it dramatizes the journey of Stetko, a young soldier convicted of war crimes, and 

Mejra, the mother of a victim, to the place where Stetko raped and killed twenty-three women. 

Mejra orders him to dig up their bodies, remember them, and build “a monument to the truth 

about war” with the bodies (75). My thesis interrogates the “truth about war” that these 

intercultural Rwandan-Canadian performances of the play reveal.  

 Winner of Canada’s prestigious Governor General’s Award for Drama in 1996, The 

Monument has been translated into seven languages, optioned as a film, and was selected as one 

of only three Canadian selections in The Broadview Anthology of Drama (2003). Wagner’s play 

is perennially selected for Canadian undergraduate theatre courses and remains one of the most 

frequently produced Canadian dramas around the world (Luger 72). In his introduction to the 

play, Broadview co-editor Craig Walker attributes the success of The Monument to the 

“universality of its themes” despite the fact the play was written in response to the 1992 Bosnian 

                                                 
8
 The company endeavors to create contemporary theatre for social harmony and cultural growth in Rwanda. 

Founded on July 4, 2008 in Kigali, its mission is to use contemporary theatre to contribute to civil society, social 
development, and creative economy in Rwanda. ISÔKO celebrates Rwandan artists and attempts to further the work 
of global peace building while promoting equality for women and girls (“ISÔKO”).   
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crisis (622). There are subtle indicators the play is a representation of the violence in Bosnia, 

such as the impregnation of women as “a very good way to wipe out a race” (C. Wagner 17), 

references to landmines, the names of the characters (Stetko, Mejra, Ana, Ini, Mini and Eva), and 

food (potatoes with gravy, cabbage, and stewed beef); however, the two characters and sparse set 

descriptions enable the play to be transformed to portray war in almost any time or place. A 2006 

Toronto production set the action in the Sudan, and productions in Australia, Taiwan, Mainland 

China, England, Germany, Portugal, Rwanda and Romania have often reflected their own 

recently experienced civil wars, wars between states, insurrections, or ethnic feuds. Given that 

the play was inspired by the Bosnian war, and written by a Canadian, I am interested in 

exploring the ethical and cultural risks involved in performing The Monument in an effort to 

encourage reconciliation in Rwanda and construct a monument for Rwandan victims.  

 In “Remounting, Remembering: Gendered Memorials and Colleen Wagner’s The 

Monument,” Moberley Luger considers if a monument (especially a feminist monument) can 

remember individual, specific acts of violence, as well as draw attention to systemic violence. 

She poses several important questions:  

 If The Monument’s setting is so malleable, and if the play carries such universal themes, 

 what does it ask its audience to remember? Can an effective monument actually be 

 universal? What happens when remembrance relies on the generalities of atrocities rather 

 than their specificities? Can a work of art, finally, succeed both at telling the universal 

 truth about war and a single truth? (72) 

Luger sees the universality of The Monument as both “the virtue and the problem of Wagner’s 

play” (72). She observes that the play is at odds with itself in its impulse to commemorate 

specific victims. While the characters construct the monument in the play, importance is given to 
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identifying and naming victims, and recalling as much detail about them as possible; however, 

the transposition of The Monument onto the Rwandan or Sudanese conflict means that it is 

unclear “just who and what audience members are invited to remember when they view a 

performance” (75). She argues that although audience members are given an opportunity to 

participate in the act of remembering, the play fails to function as a monument to the women 

raped and killed in the Bosnian war because audience members are prompted to remember 

violence against women in general, or the specific violence that a particular staging of the play is 

portraying (75). Re-situated performances of The Monument, then, “risk erasing the difference 

among women victims of violence” and perpetuating the violence of substitution (85).  

 ISÔKO’s production was clearly a telling of Rwanda’s history, and Rwandan victims 

were substituted for those remembered in the script. In Capraru’s words, “[The Monument] 

proved to fit tiny Rwanda’s history like a glove—not because the Rwandan genocide is exactly 

the same as others, but because there is a universality with the particularity of genocide” (17). 

This was not only her experience, but also that of her Rwandan audience:   

 They owned the show; it was their story and they knew it. They sat around their play in a 

 circle each night, drinking in the words, gestures, song, and drumming of the actors. 

 Their actors. They often insisted it had all really been written by a Rwandan. Or that 

 Colleen had snuck into the country during the genocide to research. . . . Due to the play’s 

 subject, it being in Kinyarwandan, with a mise-en-scène that fit their context, they had a 

 psychic attachment to this Canadian play, and took it to heart, as their own story. 

 (Capraru 21) 

Capraru’s description suggests that The Monument fit onto the Rwandan situation and resonated 

with the audience because of the way in which it represents postwar issues such as retribution, 
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truth-telling, reconciliation, and memorialization. As Rwandans substituted their countrymen and 

women for Mejra and Stetko, and appropriated The Monument as “their own story,” they 

invested in a Canadian narration of the struggles of living in a postwar community—one that fits 

the setting in a wide variety of geopolitical contexts.  

 Capraru believed that the play would resonate in Rwanda due to the country’s mandated 

path of reconciliation: “Rwanda seemed a perfect context in which to position theatre that looks 

at remembering past injustice and how remembering is essential for civil society” (17). She notes 

a number of parallels between The Monument and Rwandan culture and politics from releasing 

prisoners post-confession, to locating the bodies, to details of how people were murdered (18). 

Capraru first travelled to Rwanda in 2006 when she was hired as a script supervisor for the 

Canadian film based on General Romeo Dallaire’s book, Shake Hands with the Devil. In 2007, 

she field-tested The Monument by directing staged readings in English and French at the 

epicenter for national memory, the Genocide Memorial of Gisozi, where a quarter of a million 

people are buried in mass graves. These test readings were designed to assess if the play would 

be too difficult for a Rwandan audience. They also addressed important questions about the 

nature of war, forgiveness and healing: “Can a theatrical depiction focused on remembering help 

to heal the possibly unhealable wounds of a genocide? Does it help a brutalized country 

struggling to heal itself to see its own history onstage, or does it relocate citizens back to the site 

of trauma?” (Capraru 14). The Rwandan audience enthusiastically received the play, and in post-

show discussions, they agreed that The Monument should be produced in Rwanda.  

 Capraru’s apprehensiveness about presenting this play for this audience, and her 

skepticism regarding its effectiveness, is re-assuring in view of Helen Nicholson’s remark in 

Applied Drama: The Gift of Theatre that there is a significant risk that foreign practitioners who 
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seek out the “ugly, unglamorous, dirty” situations in which to produce theatre might be seen as 

cultural missionaries (29). This is especially true of those practitioners who import stories. 

Drawing on David Miller’s definition of an altruist as “anyone who goes to the rescue intending 

to help,” Nicholson points out that altruism is more closely associated with the motivation of the 

altruist than the effects on the recipients, “which—like a gift—may or may not be welcome” 

(30). Recognizing that good intentions and the desire to “help” others “in need” can be construed 

as being patronizing and authoritarian is one of the challenges of applied theatre work. Lisa 

Ndejuru encapsulates the difficulty of outside theatre practitioners trying to be good citizens:  

 Our bundle of twenty first-century post-violence good intentions echo the Christian 

 missionary era of the first half of the twentieth century and the ‘international 

 development’ era of the second half. Could it be that such efforts express more about our 

 own need to find explanations, agency, and meaningful employment than about meeting 

 real needs of those we purport to be helping? (13) 

 My comments on altruistic motives of applied theatre practitioners are not intended to 

undermine Capraru’s project but to establish the stakes of the performance. When a Canadian 

play, originally written about Bosnia, is adapted to fit the Rwandan context, foreign notions of 

justice, traumatic recovery, reconciliation and forgiveness are also imported. A study of the 

Canadian play’s resonance in Rwanda needs to remain sensitive to the limits of a foreign theatre 

practitioner’s ability to contribute to healing in a postwar environment despite good (egalitarian) 

intentions. 

 The African premiere of The Monument on 4 July 2008, Liberation Day, began a 

reconciliatory project and a humanitarian effort. For Capraru, the success of the production 

depended on the play’s ability to help citizens “as they struggle daily to find paths towards 
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healing” (22). She refuses to affirm the production helped in the reconciliation process (“to say 

that it helped reconciliation—I do not know yet. I must contribute to dig deeper to get closer to 

that question, to learn how to ask it better” [21]); instead, she marks her successes as drawing 

attention to often forgotten subjects: “the production helped by focusing on women and girls, and 

by remembering and honouring the dead” (21). Perhaps even more important is the fact that 

ISÔKO’s Monument cast Rwandans as lead actors in central roles:  

 unlike the films they may have seen or worked in—set in Rwanda in 1994 and made by 

 France, England, or Canada, featuring white male saviors in the eye of the conflict—in 

 The Monument they were seeing women, their African folk up on stage performing their 

 nation’s story, in their own language, Kinyarwanda. (22)  

Unlike the films Hotel Rwanda (2004), Sometimes in April (2005), and Shake Hands with the 

Devil (2007) to which Capraru refers, The Monument stimulated entrepreneurship and created 

jobs where Rwandans took control and played the central characters of their nation’s history. As 

such, ISÔKO’s Monument contributed to the development of theatre culture in Rwanda. 

 Given ISÔKO’s role within the emergence of the post-genocide Rwandan art and 

theatre culture, one of the important characteristics to assess is whether or not ISÔKO’s 

Monument is, in fact, intercultural, drawing on the performance traditions of both cultures to 

create hybrid forms. While I will discuss this matter in my second chapter, it is worth pointing 

out here as I set up the stakes of the production that intercultural performance has been a topic of 

heated debate in theatre and performance studies, dividing scholars who see benefits of cultural 

collisions from those who consider intercultural performance a colonial endeavor. On one end of 

the spectrum, Rustom Bharucha’s polemic on what he considers to be Richard Schechner’s “neo-

liberal celebration of interculturalism in terms of its naïve, if not ethnocentric, embrace of the 
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cultures of the world, with insufficient regard for their social, economic, and political contexts” 

(4) is indicative of the risk incurred when a company purports to present intercultural work. In 

Women’s Intercultural Performance, Julie Holledge and Joanne Tompkins provide a 

straightforward definition of theatrical interculturalism as “the meeting in the moment of 

performance of two or more cultural traditions, a temporary fusing of styles and/or techniques 

and/or cultures” (7). Building on Holledge and Tompkins’ work, Knowles understands 

intercultural theatre and performance to be “a site for the continuing renegotiation of cultural 

values and the reconstruction of individual and community identities and subject positions” 

(Theatre & Interculturalism 5).
9
 My position is that neo-liberal and ethnocentric undertones 

haunt the utopian aspiration of putting performers from a variety of cultural backgrounds 

together on stage in hope of a universal or transcendent humanity. I agree with Patrice Pavis’s 

denigration of the universal and his assertion that it seems “idealistic to look for a universal, 

transcultural and transpolitical function for intercultural theatre” (16). Plays are constructed 

through culturally specific and charged explanatory discourses.  

 A second defining characteristic of ISÔKO’s performances of The Monument in Rwanda 

is that the tour constituted an applied theatre project despite the fact the play was originally 

designed for main stage productions and has typically been performed in commercial theatre 

settings. In Applied Theatre: Bewilderment and Beyond, James Thompson notes that, as with 

interculturalism, “any shift of a cultural practice into a new place will be implicated in complex 

relations of power and control” (123). He suggests that applying theatre to a new location 

requires translation that will make the messages “understandable and meaningful” in that place 

                                                 
9
 Knowles prefers the term “intercultural” as opposed to other terms available, such as cross-cultural, extracultural, 

intracultural, metacultural, multicultural, precultural, postcultural, transcultural, transnational, ultracultural, because 
he believes that  “inter” focuses on the “contested, unsettling, and often unequal spaces between cultural, spaces that 
can function in performance as sites of negotiation” (4).  
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(120). In other words, the play must be localized, which requires that the message being 

“applied” must be flexible. But I agree with Judith Ackroyd that it is more useful for evaluation 

purposes to avoid the notion of two distinct forms “applied theatre” and “non-applied theatre” 

and instead to envisage them as the end points on a continuum (n.pag.).
10

 Throughout my thesis I 

will discuss the placement of ISÔKO’s Monument on such a continuum. At its extreme, “theatre” 

conjures ideas of mainstream, bourgeois, self-righteous, traditionally educated, middle-classed 

audiences who passively consume hegemonic values and attend theatre at least in part because of 

its status as “high art” (Nicholson 7). What I mean by “applied theatre” requires further 

explanation.   

 According to Nicholson, the terms “applied theatre” and “applied drama” became popular 

during the 1990s with academics, theatre practitioners and policy-makers who used them in 

reference to dramatic activities that occurred primarily outside mainstream theatre institutions, 

and which were specifically intended to benefit individuals and communities (2).
11

 Applied 

drama/theatre encompasses a diverse range of practices, including: drama education and theatre 

in education, theatre in health education, theatre for development, theatre for social change, 

theatre in prisons, community theatre, social theatre, and participatory theatre. Each of these 

forms of theatre has developed, been theorized, and is practiced in particular ways to achieve 

particular purposes. Applied drama/theatre is not used to refer to an academic discipline or even 

a new specific set of dramatic methods, but is, as Nicholson suggests, most useful as a discursive 

                                                 
10

 Ackroyd’s continuum is developed in the spirit of Richard Schechner’s famous efficacy-entertainment continuum. 
In Performance Theory, Schechner writes, “Efficacy and entertainment are not so much opposed to each other; 
rather they form the poles of a continuum … No performance is pure efficacy or pure entertainment” (120).  
11

 Thompson points out that applied theatre in the UK emerged, in part, out of the economic pressures and the 
“pragmatic search for sites where theatre practice could gain non-arts financial support” (Applied Theatre 13). 
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practice—“as a way of conceptualizing and interpreting theatrical and cultural practices that are 

motivated by the desire to make a difference in the lives of others” (16).  

 Ackroyd points out two central features of the many different facets of applied 

drama/theatre: the intention to generate change (of awareness, attitude, or behaviour) and the 

participation of the audience.
12

 Nevertheless, she maintains that “neither [of these central 

features] single-handedly distinguishes theatre and applied theatre and that the distinction 

between them is a matter of degree” (n.pag.). In Applied Theatre, Thompson defines applied 

theatre as a term that “joins different categories of a socially engaged theatre without denying 

their separate histories or dictating what can be placed within their own boundaries” (14). He 

adds that “[applied drama/theatre] will always be an in-between category that is trying to find its 

place within types of theatre (whether it be Boalian or Bharata Natyam) and areas of social 

practice (whether it be prisoner rehabilitation or war relief)” (205). For this reason, he suggests 

that we use the term “applied theatre” to “debate different practices in a diversity of settings, 

rather than frame it as a defining term for one unified approach” (205). The line between making 

theatre in disparate conditions with non-professional actors and making applied theatre is slim. 

As Thompson summarizes, “applied theatre” is a useful, albeit imperfect term for a practice that 

claims usefulness (14), and it may, in fact, be best described as an attitude (205). The flexibility 

of the term makes it difficult to assess just what is and is not applied theatre. While I appreciate 

the expansiveness of the field and its willingness to include new categories of performance under 

the umbrella of applied theatre—for indeed I argue that the performances of The Monument in 

Rwanda (in their initial conception) constituted an applied theatre project—I am also concerned 

                                                 
12

 Ackroyd suggests that a second continuum consisting of “observer” at one end and “participant” at the other end 
be considered (n.pag.).  
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about when performances cease to be applied. This emerges as a central issue of investigation 

when I assess ISÔKO’s tour to Toronto.  

 Theatres of the political Left, drama and theatre in education, and community theatre 

form the legacy that links social and personal change to dramatic practice as each practice works 

in clearly defined contexts with or for specific audiences, and furthers objectives which are not 

only artistic, but also educational, social, and political (Nicholson 8). In addition to the history of 

political, radical, and alternative theatres becoming linked to cultural activism, contemporary 

applied drama/theatre is often associated with Brazilian Marxist educator Paulo Freire, who is 

renowned for his commitment to challenging the traditional method of teaching based on the 

hierarchical transmission of knowledge, and August Boal, who adapted Freire’s pedagogical 

approaches to theatrical techniques in the 1960s. Applied theatre developed from Boal’s use of 

dramatic play, improvisation and role playing tends to emphasize participation. It is inspired by 

his attempts to create socially-inclusive theatre that resonates within the local community 

(Nicholson10). What makes theatre “applied” is, according to Nicholson, “not only the 

educational, institutional, or community contexts in which it takes place, but also the pedagogical 

processes in which participants are invited to engage” (56). Applied theatre tends to focus on the 

process of creation rather than the product of the creative energy. A key reason for the usage of 

the terms “applied drama” and “applied theatre” is to avoid the tendency to create a hierarchical 

distinction between “Third world” “theatre for development” and “First world” “community 

theatre,” which as Thompson explains, assumes the “‘civilized’ West/North avoids or denies the 

need for development” (Applied Theatre 109). The comparatively inclusive terms “applied 

drama” and “applied theatre” are indicative of the international nature of the field, and the 

recognition that there is much to learn from different practices and different locales.  
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 Nicholson notes that there is no real consensus between how “applied theatre” and 

“applied drama” differ. Despite different inflections, practitioners and researchers use the terms 

interchangeably (4). She draws attention to Philip Taylor’s distinction that “applied drama” 

infers a process-based practice and “applied theatre” infers a performance-based practice (qtd. in 

Nicholson 4), but she notes that she has not found this distinction in common use elsewhere. 

Instead, in justifying the choice of “applied drama” as the title of her book, she turns to the 

etymological origins of “drama,” as derived from the Greek word dran (meaning “to make or 

do,” and theatre, from theatron (meaning “viewing place”). While Nicholson tends to focus on 

“applied drama,” I refer to ISÔKO’s Monument as an applied theatre project for three reasons: 

firstly, Capraru uses this terminology in reference to the theatre company in her alt.theatre article 

(22); secondly, I situate my work within the context of the Performance In Place of War research 

(led by James Thompson, Jenny Hughes, Michael Balfour, Ananda Breed and Alison Jeffers), 

and they tend to prefer “applied theatre”;  and thirdly, because of the etymological nuances of the 

terms. ISÔKO’s Monument is an extraordinary applied theatre project in that it was performed in 

Rwanda for marginalized communities in an educational context despite the fact the play existed 

in a fully-packaged form. ISÔKO’s Monument truly tests the limits of “applied theatre” because 

performances proceeded in Rwanda without the specialist buildings, lights, tools or infrastructure 

to create a glamorous theatrical spectacle, and it toured to a prestigious international stage with 

the same actors, costumes and properties.   

 This thesis is motivated by questions around the aspirations, effects, and affects of 

ISÔKO’s Monument. I explore problems of intercultural performance that nuance my dis-ease 

with theatre application. Thompson notes that the two words, “applied” and “theatre” hide 

others—“there are referents in the term that are not made explicit,” such as a place, person, 
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community, issue or thing to which theatre is applied (Applied Theatre 15). Given that ISÔKO is 

an intercultural company that falls within the applied theatre rubric, it is important to question 

what is meant by the word “applied”: to what or to whom is this project being applied, for what 

reasons, and whose values does the application serve and represent (Nicholson 5)? My purpose is 

to interrogate the “application” of The Monument, a Canadian play, originally written about 

theYugoslavia crisis, onto the socio-political context of Rwanda, and through the bodies of 

Rwandan actors. Why perform a Canadian/Bosnian/generalized play about genocide to Rwanda 

rather than create a historically and culturally specific performance piece about the particular 

post-genocide issues that Rwandans are facing? Given that the majority of ISÔKO’s funding 

came from Canada Council, which stipulated that they produce Canadian drama (Capraru, 

telephone interview), what pertinent lessons can Rwandans learn from the Canadian canon 

without being implicated in a colonial agenda?   

 In my first chapter, “In Place of War,” I analyze the transplantation of The Monument to 

the Rwandan context. Through a close reading of the play, I articulate what was being applied, 

and I consider how the lessons of The Monument might have resonated with a Rwandan 

audience. I also discuss the ethical and cultural risks of performing an adaptable narrative of 

reconciliation in that performance locale. This chapter is organized into three sections: in the first 

section I express my concern about the international circulation and application of the pre-

packed plays into a conflict zone; in the second section I discuss the particularities of The 

Monument’s representation of forgiveness in Rwanda in relation to the national discourse of 

reconciliation; and in the third section I probe the aesthetics of Capraru’s construction of the 

monument of dead bodies to contemplate the limits and possibilities of ethical intercultural 

performance in places of war.  
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 In my second chapter, “On the World Stage,” I focus on ISÔKO’s performances of The 

Monument at the 2011 World Stage Festival in Toronto, Canada. This chapter is motivated by 

questions concerning international tours of applied theatre projects. Again I ask, what is being 

applied here, and for whose sake? What forms of resistance can this production achieve? By 

examining the marketing and reception of the play in Toronto, I consider the appeal for a 

Canadian audience “to witness” a Rwandan theatre company’s performance of reconciliation. I 

point out how ISÔKO’s performances disrupted progress-driven rhetoric and expectations. I also 

express my concern that performances from places of war might be unable to escape exoticism 

and voyeurship when they are referencing traumatic memories in an international festival context 

where the “mechanics of exchange” are modeled on international diplomacy, intercultural 

tourism, and transnational trade (Knowles, Reading 187). Finally, I fixate on the experience of 

bewilderment as a potentially productive, but not necessarily hopeful affective experience.  

 Ultimately, these chapters work together to illustrate the important social work 

undertaken and achieved by ISÔKO in both performance locales. ISÔKO’s Monument 

contributed to the project of reconciliation in Rwanda, offered a transnational lesson in 

forgiveness, and provoked important discussions about citizenship and justice in both 

performance venues. I attribute the success of the project to its unconventional form, but I also 

draw attention to the limitations of engagement imposed by this form. Finally, upon pointing out 

the problems and testing the limits of this intercultural and internationally-toured applied theatre 

project from a place of war, I return to the “applied theatre” and “non-applied theatre” continuum 

to comment on where applied theatre ends, and what might be the implications for future applied 

theatre work.  
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 As I have noted above, my research is informed by the In Place of War research group, 

which explores how performance practitioners respond to war and how war-affected 

communities use performance immediately after war.
13

 In Performance in Place of War, James 

Thompson, Jenny Hughes and Michael Balfour have examined theatre and performance practices 

in a range of conflict zones since the end of the Cold War to explore how “performance may play 

a preventative, protective and rehabilitative role in these sites” (2-3). In the sense of “instead of,” 

they consider if and how theatre and performance can resist, or provide alternatives to, war.
14

 In 

searching for those answers, and considering “how those claims stand up within wider discourses 

and practices of war” (2), they draw on a range of examples, including performances in Burundi, 

the Democratic Republic of Congo, Israel, Kosovo, Northern Ireland, the Occupied Palestinian 

Territories, Rwanda, Sri Lanka, the Sudan and the United Kingdom. Thompson, Hughes and 

Balfour offer a research model for interrogating how theatre and performance operate within the 

disciplinary boundaries of peace building, trauma studies, and reconciliation. My thesis draws on 

the logic of their discussion of the “aftermath” of war as I discuss a performance that contributes 

to the re-integration of people of identities previously in opposition to each other, plays a part in 

reviving the economic, social and cultural infrastructure of Rwanda, establishes meaningful 

forms of remembrance or commemoration of the genocide, and is implicated in the reinvention 

of national identity and the pursuit of justice and reconciliation (202).
15

 My project similarly 

                                                 
13

 The In Place of War research was a three-and-a-half-year project funded by the Arts and Humanities Research 
Council based at the University of Manchester between 2004 and 2007. Performance in Place of War was a 
compilation of the research, and details the broad spectrum of the project. The research team also created an online 
database for international scholars and practitioners to exchange information and experiences, and dialogue about 
performance practice and the ethical implications of those strategies (Thompson, Hughes, Balfour 15). 
14

 For a discussion of the implications of the string of words “in place of,” see See Syed Jamil Ahmed’s article 
“Negotiating ‘Theatre (In Place of/Instead) of War.’” 
15

 Catherine Cole’s discussion of the public performed elements of South Africa’s Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission, and the performativity of justice in Performing South Africa’s Truth Commission: Stages of Transition 
sets a precedent for linking performance studies, transitional justice, national healing, and larger issues of cultural 
memory.  
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endeavors “to address the complex issues—social, political, cultural, emotional—that arise when 

those deemed responsible for committing acts of violence against each other in the past attempt 

to continue to live together in the same place, often side by side” (202).  

 James Thompson describes the challenges of creating theatre in post-genocide Rwanda in 

his 2009 monograph, Performance Affects: Applied Theatre and the End of Effect.
16

 The book is 

inspired by Peggy Phelan and Jill Lane’s idea of the “end of effect.”
17

 Thompson sets out to 

analyze and refocus the connection between the forms of applied theatre and the political 

aspirations of the field (5). Performance Affects intends to act “as a form or boundary testing and 

ultimately reinvigoration of a certain realm of political performance practice”—that is, applied 

theatre (3). The implications of this research extend beyond performance in place of war to other 

locations and subjects who are oppressed. Thompson calls for a broader model of applied theatre 

and “an end to simple or singular effect” (46) because the intentions of applied theatre are 

“frequently poorly articulated, or include ambitions that are far from radical” (6). He advocates 

that applied theatre practitioners and researchers focus on the ways in which art is understood to 

have a role in the present, as a protective force with an “in spite of” quality that enables people to 

tolerate suffering not so that they become immune to it, but so that they have the energy to 

continue to resist” (2). By focusing on the realm of affects, Performance Affects aligns with the 

idea of the utopian performative developed by Jill Dolan, where performance makes “palpable an 

                                                 
16

 All citations from Thompson are from this text unless otherwise specified. 
17

 Contributors to Phelan and Lane’s collection offer different accounts of the challenges or “horizons” of the field 
of performance studies in light of the fact that the object of enquiry disappears. Thompson borrows Phelan and 
Lane’s sense of the end in three ways: “it denotes the limits of applied theatre’s focus on certain types of outcome; it  
questions the purpose or intent of existing practice and it demands an alternative configuration of the field’s political 
and aesthetic ambition” (6). Thompson concludes that the end of effect is a “statement of limitation” that has an  
ethical and political focus, “it concentrates on how things are done…why things are done and what the problems of 
those aspirations may be” (6). 
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affective vision of how the world might be better” (2). “Participation in the joyful” is, as 

Thompson argues, part of a “dream of a ‘beautiful’ future,” and this feeling becomes a source of 

inspiration for making a better world, and for living through, and dealing with, existing situations 

of inequality, injustice, and violence (2). In my first chapter, I engage closely with Thompson’s 

methodology to point out the positive qualities of the performance. In my second chapter, I 

return to thinking about performance affects to problematize the experience of viewing a 

performance about reconciliation by Rwandan actors. Finally, I comment on the implication of 

hope in applied theatre research.  

 This project does not undertake the ethnographic research that would be necessary for 

tracing the actual affects of ISÔKO’s performances of The Monument in Rwanda. Nevertheless, 

I speculate how the performances maintain the difficultness of Rwanda’s past within the 

interpretive frameworks that Thompson argues co-opt applied theatre projects in Rwanda. 

Thompson uses Rwanda as an example of how difficult creating theatre can be in an 

environment fostered by powerful forms of national performance. He writes, “The degree to 

which performance can create space outside dominant conceptions of the present and the past—

and, in the context of genocide, whether it wants to—is a backdrop sketched to question the 

potential of critical arts practice in Rwanda” (79). While Thompson does not locate theatrical 

examples that maintain the difficultness of Rwanda’s past in the present, I argue that ISÔKO’s 

Monument is able to do this work, but before illustrating how it does so in my first chapter, a 

brief outline of the history of Rwanda, and how that history has been used within community-

based arts projects is necessary.  

 There is considerable debate amongst social historians about the extent to which 

Rwanda’s current government is presenting a version of Rwanda’s history and genocide that 
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denies social inequities, simplifies past grievances, and constitutes victor’s justice. There are two 

competing narratives that describe precolonial relations between the Tutsi and Hutu. One view, 

endorsed by the current government and espoused by Western historians, minimizes the 

impression of “ancient” antagonism between ethnic groups, and contends that Tutsis, Hutus, and 

Twas peacefully co-existed. This school, as Alan Kuperman explains, does not dispute that Tutsi 

kings ruled over the area, but suggests that patron-client relationships were flexible and mutually 

beneficial (5-6). Another perspective insists that precolonial ethnic discord and discrimination 

was formalized and institutionalized by the colonial powers.
18

 Dispute between these two 

versions of the history of Tutsi/Hutu relations was used to justify the 1994 genocide as well as 

the killings since the “end” of the civil war (Jones 18).  

 Numerous factors led to the 1994 genocide. France’s neo-colonial complicity in anti-

Tutsi regimes following Rwanda’s independence in 1962 exacerbated post-colonial tensions.
19

 

Upon decolonization, governmental power transferred from Tutsi dominance to a Hutu elite, 

which became increasingly anti-Tutsi in the years leading up to 1994. Thousands of Tutsis left 

                                                 
18

 Following the 1885 Berlin Conference, Rwanda became a German colony, although colonialists did not arrive 
until 1897. After World War I ended, Belgium accepted the League of Nations mandate to govern Rwanda. The 
Hamitic Hypothesis became the accepted explanation for the divisionism between the Hutu and Tutsi people, and it 
functioned as the cornerstone of Belgium’s colonial policy in Rwanda. The Belgians employed the existing Tutsi 
monarchy to their advantage in controlling the population. They institutionalized the distinction between the three 
ethnic groups when, in 1933, they conducted a census, classified the whole population as Hutu (85 percent), Tutsi 
(14 percent) or Twa (less than one percent), and gave citizens ethnic identity cards (Gourevitch 57). Gourevitch 
explains that these identity cards permitted the Belgians to “perfect the administration of an apartheid system rooted 
in the myth of Tutsi superiority” (57). Melvern explains that some anthropologists contest the idea that Hutu and 
Tutsi are distinct groups while others maintain that the Tutsi came to Rwanda from elsewhere, originating in the 
Horn of Africa and migrating south (4). In any case, Jones points out that the dividing line between the two groups is 
not rigid as they both speak the same language, Kinyarwanda, intermarriage is common, and, with the performance 
of certain socio-cultural rites, a Hutu could “become” a Tutsi (19). While Hutu and Tutsi typically look different, it 
is impossible to assign individuals to an ethnic identity based on their appearance. For these reasons, Hutus and 
Tutsis cannot be called distinct ethnic groups (Gourevitch 47).  
19

 France played a significant role in fueling the Rwandan genocide, not only providing the technical and military 
training which allowed the Rwandan army to increase from 5,000 to 28,000 in the years leading up to the genocide, 
and delivering thousands of weapons to the Rwandan government army, but also in speaking on behalf of the 
Rwandan government to the international community. In the years of civil war, France tripled financial aid to 
Rwanda as it sought to absorb Belgian’s sphere of influence and expand its neocolonial African empire (Melvern 
56).  
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Rwanda because of the shortage of usable land due to overpopulation and the pervasive racist 

antagonism between Tutsi and the Hutu populations (Prunier, The Rwanda Crisis 25).
20 

The 

policy that Tutsi refugees in Uganda were denied Ugandan or Rwandan citizenship prompted 

Paul Kagame to amass a sizeable force of displaced, young, Tutsi men from Ugandan refugee 

camps and form the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) and its military counterpart, the Rwandan 

Patriotic Army (RPA) (Jones 26). Although Rwanda was a favorite recipient of foreign aid from 

international donors, economic improvement was halted by drought and accumulating 

environmental problems in the late 1980s and early 1990s, which included a steep decline in 

world prices for Rwanda’s principal exports of coffee and tea, austerity measures imposed by the 

World Bank (Diamond 315). In the face of famine and this economic crisis in the early 1990s, 

the RPF launched a series of attacks against the Hutu-dominated government in Rwanda, calling 

for an end to tyranny, corruption, and the ideology of exclusion “which generates refugees” 

(Gourevitch 82). The RPF’s arrival resulted in increasing militarization among the Hutu 

population and the formation of the interahamwe (“those who attack together”) militias.
21

 In 

1993, Rwandan president Juvénal Habiyarimana and RPF leader Kagame signed the Arusha 

Peace Agreement, which, as Gourevitch explains, was designed to ensure  

 a right of return for Rwanda’s refugee diaspora, [it] promised the integration of the two 

 warring armies into a single national defense force, and [it] established a blueprint for a 

                                                 
20

 Hutu Power claimed that Tutsis did not have a legitimate right to Rwanda citizenship because of their non-
indigenous status (Jones 26).   
21

 Fear of a mass return of Tutsi refugees was part political and part economic. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, 
there were an increasing number of landless and unemployed youths in Rwanda (Melvern 268). See Diamond for a 
concise analysis of the problems of overpopulation, soil erosion, and land scarcity as it pertains to the killings in 
Rwanda. Since the genocide, the interahamwe has moved out of Rwanda into the Congo and  
the Ugandan forest. Only some of the leaders have been captured and prosecuted.  
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 Broad-Based Transitional Government, composed of representatives of all the national 

 political parties, including the RPF. (99) 

Habyarimana would remain President, pending elections, but his powers would be basically 

ceremonial. Despite the international community’s perception that the signing of the Arusha 

Peace Agreement was an indication that the disputing parties desired to return to the presumed 

precolonial status of peaceful cooperation and cohabitation, neither party had any real intent to 

cede power or create a multi-power government.  

 Tensions escalated until, on April 6, 1994, the plane that was carrying President 

Habyarimana as well as Burundi’s president Cyprien Ntaryamira, was shot down by two missiles 

as it was about to land at the airport in Kigali. Everyone on board was killed. It remains unclear 

who shot the plane and why, although several parties had incentives for killing Habyarimana. 

Immediately, the interahamwe and other Hutu extremists began carrying out plans already 

prepared in detail to kill the Hutu prime minister, Hutu moderates, and Tutsi. The extremists took 

over the government and the radios, urging civilians to exterminate Rwanda’s Tutsi and 

assassinate Hutu oppositionists. In June 1994, the RPF launched another offensive which 

defeated the government, and they subsequently took power. Although estimates vary, it is 

commonly reported that almost 1,000,000 Rwandans were killed in a hundred days (Melvern 

248). The defeat of the Hutu regime prompted an exodus of Hutu refugees across the border to 

the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) which increased existing tensions there. 

According to Linda Melvern, it was “the fastest and largest flight of people ever recorded” (243). 

The displacement of Hutu rebel extremists to the DRC, Burundi, Tanzania and Zaire, resulted in 

indiscriminate killings of those who remained in Rwanda after the RPF victory, as well as those 

Rwandans living in refugee camps. Refugees were not solely, as journalists and humanitarian 
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agencies tended to claim, fleeing the genocide, but included formations of interahamwe and 

many of the perpetrators of the crimes.
22

  

 Kagame declared that the civil war was over on 18 July 1994 although killings continued 

until the early 1998. The new RPF government appeared promising as it was led by a Hutu 

president, Pasteur Bizimungu, included representatives from all of the major political parties, and 

worked to meet the demands of national reunification, security and justice. Bizimungu was 

overthrown in 2000 and replaced by the leader of the RPF, Paul Kagame. In 2003, Kagame was 

elected president for a seven year term, winning 95 percent of the vote. He was re-elected in 

2010 with 93 percent of the vote. Critics of Kagame argue that he silenced or killed his 

opposition and is creating an environment of pervasive fear, but there is no concrete evidence 

linking Kagame with the assassination attempts in question. Kagame’s government has 

emphasized unity and reconciliation between ethnic groups by implementing a series of 

initiatives, including community-based gacaca trials and the abolishment of ethnic identity 

cards. Theatre and performance is being used by the Government of National Unity to propagate 

reconciliation and attempt to solidify Rwandan identity based on nationality rather than ethnic 

identification. While the Performance In Place of War group have documented the utility of 

performance in the aftermath of war, and theatre in post-apartheid South Africa sets a precedent 

for truth and reconciliation drama, the influx of applied theatre in post-genocide Rwanda is, 

perhaps, surprising considering that before the genocide, theatre, dance, and drumming were 

only performed at ceremonial functions. Gourevitch describes Rwanda as having very few 
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 Although the UN discussed assembling a force to disarm the militants in the camps and separate the criminals 

from the masses, not a single country volunteered to provide troops for such a force (Gourevitch 167). The camps 

turned the Rwandan crisis into a regional crisis while the international community treated it as a humanitarian crisis. 

Gérard Prunier documents the repercussions of Rwanda’s genocide on the Great Lakes region in Africa’s World  

War: Congo, the Rwandan Genocide, and the Making of a Continental Catastrophe.  
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costume dances, traditional songs, and an oral literature of poems and tales that followed archaic 

forms from precolonial times, but no arts to compete with its neighbors. Odile Gakire Katese, 

founder of Infoma Nshya Women’s Initiative, points out that art prior to the genocide “was not 

about reflecting our own experience and problems” and art was created and performed mostly be 

men, “women had no place to express themselves” (qtd. in McClelland, “Different Drummers” 

23). The cultural infrastructure, and especially the theatre, was very undeveloped in Rwanda in 

2008 when ISÔKO was rehearsing, and subsequently finding space, props, lights and funding 

were a constant struggle. ISÔKO’s first performances took place in schools, universities, outside 

covered bandstands, luxury hotels, nightclubs, and the gardens of private homes (Capraru, 

telephone interview). Considering that the genocide was viewed as the “ultimate denouement” to 

the narrative of ethnic tensions, the post-genocide country, as Thompson points out, needed to 

“rewrite history to construct a radically alternative (but not necessarily new) vision of the nation” 

(82) so as to prevent such atrocities from being repeated in the future. Theatre emerged as a 

means to cultivate a culture of reconciliation, and the vast majority of community based or 

government-funded theatre projects that have been documented endeavor to mobilize people for 

reconciliation.
23

  

 In “Performing Reconciliation in Rwanda,” Ananda Breed describes the ways in which 

theatre is being used as a tool for nation building in post-genocide Rwanda. She provides 

examples of grassroots theatre initiatives that have united communities and assisted individual 

reconciliation between perpetrators, survivors, and the community at large. Dancing, singing, 

and acting together sometimes enable audience members to forge new relationships; however, 
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 For an account of the aesthetic difficulties of presenting Rwanda’s history and genocide in theatre, see Laura 
Edmondson, “Genocide Unbound: Erik Ehn, Rwanda, and a Theatre of Discomfort.” For a discussion of the 
emergence of a “theatre of the Rwandan genocide” inside and outside Rwanda, see Chantal Kalisa, “Theatre and the 
Rwandan Genocide.” 
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the potential for social good is complicated by the fact those projects are often co-opted to 

promote national reconciliation. Placed within the wider political staging of nationhood, she 

writes that “the narrative of the theatre associations moves from being microcosmic illustrations 

of reconciliation to macrocosmic illustrations of narrating nationhood” (“Performing 

Reconciliation” 512). The problem occurs when grassroots theatre projects endeavoring to 

facilitate personal and intimate acts of reconciliation, confession, or forgiveness must 

simultaneously support the national reconciliation campaign: “grassroots actions become co-

opted into contestable processes of national identity formation and the re-writing of history” 

(“Performing Reconciliation” 512).
24

 Scripts are reviewed by the Government of National Unity, 

which means projects that promote the government’s concept of unity are supported and 

alternative versions of Rwanda’s history are silenced. Breed identifies that many of the same 

methods used to fuel the genocide are now vehicles for reconstructing Rwandan identity into a 

unified past and future—reconciliation is being imagined and enacted with mass participation in 

the government’s agenda just as the genocide was imagined and then enacted with mass 

participation (“Performing Reconciliation” 510). There is hope that the government’s policies of 

reconciliation will ease ethnic tensions, but because the associations “stage a present and future 

Rwanda that is as mythically utopian as the precolonial utopia” (Breed, “Performing the Nation” 

43), there is also the possibility that this erasure will cause future violence. As Johan Pottier 

concludes in his seminal study Re-imagining Rwanda, Conflict, Survival and Disinformation in 
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 In “Performing the Nation: Theatre in Post-Genocide Rwanda,” Breed discusses a number of grassroots theatre 

projects that embody nationalist slogans of reconciliation and proclaim Rwanda as one culture with the same 

language. She also provides examples of government-sanctioned performances of “legendary theatre” (a term Breed 

coined to describe nonhistorical and unverifiable stories handed down by tradition and popularly accepted as  

historical) and traditional dance that are being used to rework tradition and revise Rwanda’s history so as to present 

Rwanda as a unified nation of people who share the same cultural heritage and language (33-34).  
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the Late Twentieth Century, “if reconciliation is to take place in Rwanda then a broader, more 

detailed and historically informed contextualization of the drama is required” (128). 

 The difficulty of creating theatre about reconciliation in Rwanda without being 

implicated in the government’s discourses of reconciliation and forgiveness establishes an 

important context for assessing ISÔKO’s performances of The Monument. The specific ways in 

which this foreign narrative of reconciliation was able to challenge the discourse of 

reconciliation in Rwanda will be elucidated in my next chapter, but given the intercultural nature 

of ISÔKO, it is also necessary to pay heed to Pottier’s warning that Rwanda’s “rewriting project 

was developed towards a systematic re-imagining of Rwanda and … it incorporated both 

national and international actors in the drama” (7). The rewriting of history takes place on many 

levels and in different contexts and is left “not just to historians and other academics, but 

requires the further participation of journalists, humanitarians, and policy-makers concerned with 

rural development and reconstruction” (48). International theatre practitioners, like Capraru, are 

also implicated in this process. I will demonstrate the ways in which ISÔKO’s performances of 

The Monument in Toronto complicated simplistic accounts of Rwanda’s history and genocide in 

due time. Nevertheless, in assessing the transformation of a Canadian play into an internationally 

touring applied theatre project, it is important to acknowledge that theatrical performances about 

Rwanda outside of Rwanda become entangled in the “strategies of the powerful” (Thompson 79) 

that make the post-genocide government of Rwanda and its imperative of reconciliation 

“intelligible, rational and legitimate in the eyes of the world” (Pottier 47). Having established the 

social, political, and cultural stakes of the project, I turn now to demonstrating how ISÔKO 

resisted Rwanda’s re-imagining project and discourses that normalize the notion of forgiveness 

in both performance locales.   
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Chapter One: In Place of War 

 In “A View from the Diaspora,” Canadian-Rwandan oral historian Lisa Ndejuru 

describes how applied theatre projects typically involve the audience members in an active 

manner: 

 In community empowerment of playback theatre there is a principle of showing or giving 

 back to an actively participating teller from the audience. In psychodrama, a group of 

 therapist(s) respond to a protagonist’s need by embodying and maybe even working 

 together to resolve core conflicts. In theatre of the oppressed, power struggles and 

 inequalities are teased out, symbolized, and acted upon. Each form illustrates the 

 therapeutic and edifying benefits of an audience sharing stories and reclaiming some of 

 the action, participating creatively instead of merely consuming a crafted artistic offering 

 about fictitious characters. (14, emphasis in original)  

The Monument does not engage its audiences as active, participant tellers. Unlike most applied 

theatre structures, The Monument proceeds in linear fashion and arrives at the same conclusion 

independent of audience reaction. This chapter questions the extent to which The Monument 

became a story about Rwanda and benefitted Rwandan audience members. Can a play about war 

resituated to a conflict zone empower an audience living in a post-genocide community? How 

did the audience reclaim agency when they are asked to “consume a crafted artistic offering 

about [foreign] fictitious characters”?  

 Typically, the evaluation of applied theatre considers a performance’s ability to open 

dialogue, generate awareness, and help to heal. Given the risks associated with performing in 

places of war, it is necessary to (re)consider if those banners are the best criteria to assess 

success. In Performance Affects, James Thompson argues that practitioners and researchers need 
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to be more aware of the limits of identifiable social outcomes, messages and impacts in applied 

theatre projects. As an alternative, he suggests that practitioners should design projects, and 

researchers should pay attention to the “radical potential of the freedom to enjoy beautiful 

radiant things” (6, italics in original). “By working solely in the realm of effect,” Thompson 

argues that the practice of applied theatre becomes restricted or weakened, and that much can be 

gained by recognizing affect—bodily responses, sensations and aesthetic pleasure (7).  

 This chapter responds to Thompson’s concerns that the work of applied theatre absorbs 

discourses of trauma, reconciliation, and historical cause/effect. I agree with Thompson that the 

globalization of trauma studies must be critiqued, and that the “insistence that survivors ‘tell 

their stories’” as the “preferred method and necessary precondition for ‘relief,’ ‘liberation’ or 

‘healing’” is a culturally-particular approach that can become dangerous if applied universally 

(45). Projects that claim to be therapeutic can be damaging because they ask vulnerable 

spectators or audience participants to replay the painful traumatic episodes in their lives (43). It 

is important to divorce theatre practices with communities that have suffered crisis or violence 

from theories of trauma, trauma relief, and related practices of storytelling and narration. 

Practitioners should adopt ethnographic practices, and focus instead on the range of cultural 

practices and situated modes of mourning, coping, or crisis management that these communities 

already undertake in response to crisis, in order to aspire towards a “broader and more inclusive 

vision for radical or resistant performance practice” (Thompson 45). In order to avoid the 

“default ‘aesthetics of injury,’” Thompson suggests that researchers and practitioners consider 

the “richness” of different performance practices that exist in various communities (9). He 

champions what Roger Simon, Sharon Rosenberg and Claudia Eppert call the strategy of the 

“difficult return” because it emphasizes that “remembering does not need to resolve the past in 
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the present” (Thompson 65). Simon, Rosenberg and Eppert investigate what it means to learn the 

lessons of the past in both ethical and pedagogical terms. The “difficult return” is a “psychic and 

social responsibility to bring the dead in presence, a responsibility that concurrently involves 

learning to live with, and in relation to, loss” (Simon, Rosenberg, and Eppert 3). What is radical 

about this idea is the suggestion that the past can find a place to live problematically in the 

present rather than be cured. As Thompson writes, difficultness “implies incompleteness: an 

avoidance of neat resolutions or linear accounts of history that end in a happy present that has 

resolved the dangers of the past” (80). The goal is to find or create performances that do not 

attempt to heal the trauma or manufacture reconciliation by resolving the difficult past. For 

Thompson, the “difficult return” is “a search for a relation with the memory of crisis that does 

not insist that telling a story will mean that pain will be healed and the problems put to rest—that 

the nation, community or individual can live on without something called ‘closure’” (76). The 

aspiration of maintaining the difficultness of the past impedes the expectation that because 

“people are traumatized” the solution must be that they tell their story (65).  

  In the spirit of Thompson’s cautious consideration of the intended and unintended effects 

of applied theatre performances, such as the co-option of universalizing responses to trauma and 

complicity in other problematic discourses, I consider the degree to which ISÔKO’s Monument 

was able to create space outside dominant conceptions of Rwandan’s genocide history, its 

current struggle for reconciliation, and the inter/intranational project of “re-imagining” Rwanda. 

I point out several ways that ISÔKO’s Monument challenged the government’s normalizing 

policy of reconciliation and what Thompson calls the “systematic and overwhelming interpretive 

frame that is governing the creation of the new Rwanda” (108) in socially and politically 

productive ways. Then, I shift my focus from effects to affects to discuss the staged construction 
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of the monument and the affect of its architecture. I probe the tension between the Rwandan 

audience’s desire for realism and Capraru’s decision—as a Westerner and outsider—to evoke 

Holocaust memorial practice and symbolically represent the victims. I consider how an inherited 

genealogy of genocide and memorial practice helped and hindered the project. Attention to 

aesthetic practices, spectatorial expectations, and the contemporary sociopolitical climate inform 

my argument that intercultural representations of war and international productions of war 

dramas are fraught with anxieties of (traumatic) influence when a play has, as its main feature, a 

monument, and when performance seeks to function as a memorial. ISÔKO’s Monument does 

not attempt to relieve the “traumatized” through narrative-based storytelling, and thus avoids 

perpetuating the psychoanalytic trauma relief method. However, the play insists on remembering 

previous grievances and telling the truth about wartime experiences. Acknowledging that The 

Monument represents the “end of story” in the participatory sense, but not entirely in a thematic 

sense, I demonstrate the radical potential of this play in an applied theatre context. 

 

The politics of reconciliation and lessons on forgiveness: The Monument in Rwanda  

 The play begins with Stetko, a young soldier convicted of war crimes. As Jane Horowitz 

argues, he is the “boy next door” caught up in a war he never understood (5). Stetko obeyed the 

authorities during the war; by the end of the war he became “the most hated man in the world” 

(16) and the scapegoat for war crimes “everyone was doing.” Just before his execution, a 

mysterious older woman, Mejra, offers to arrange his release on the condition he obeys her for 

the rest of his life. Mejra is determined to make Stetko confess his crimes and suffer for them. 

She orders Stetko to take her to the place where he raped and killed twenty-three women, and she 

forces him to dig up their bodies and re-member them. In the process of doing so, he exhumes 
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Mejra’s daughter, Ana, from an anonymous mass grave. Mejra and Stetko build a monument 

with the bodies of the women victims. 

 Although Stetko and Mejra seem to represent the Manichean positions of victim and 

perpetrator of crimes, Wagner breaks down these categories through an examination of 

innocence and revenge. Stetko is both a perpetrator of violence and a victim of circumstance. He 

explains, “The other men forced me. . . . I had to enlist. If I didn’t they’d think I was a 

sympathizer and they’d kill my family” (C. Wagner 7-8). He argues that he did what he had to do 

to survive. Wagner’s haunting line—“people will always obey rather than die” (70)—reveals the 

path to genocide. As Colin Thomas points out, we expect his nature to reflect his barbaric 

actions, that misogyny and ethnocentricity be deeply engrained in a multiple rapist and murderer, 

but Stetko counters: “I got nothing against those ‘people’ personally. . . . I don’t care who wins 

the war. It was just a job” (8, 11). Stetko did not believe in the ethnic stereotypes that fueled the 

genocide; however, his nonchalant attitude towards the rape of women in war is disconcerting: 

“A girl walks by and–in a war you can get away with it. Everybody’s doing it. Rape is just part 

of war” (56). Mejra does not accept that rape is part of a soldier’s duty. She beats him because he 

obeys authority without thinking critically. She offers him a chance to re-integrate into a 

community on the condition that he is changed. However, Mejra is not only Stetko’s savior, she 

is also his dictator and torturer: she perpetuates the cycle of violence when she beats Stetko, 

slices off his ear, pulls him around the stage with a chain around his neck, and shackles him to a 

wooden plough. Moreover, she dehumanizes him by reducing him to animal labour. She, too, is 

capable of violence even though she appears to be a victim.  

 Wagner dramatizes how the powerful desire of revenge complicates victim-perpetrator 

positions. She forces audiences to confront the question: “If it were you, what would you do?” 
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(Capraru, telephone interview). This lesson was especially important in Rwanda given the 

similarities of Wagner’s representation of reconciliatory justice and the gacaca courts, the 

precolonial restorative justice system resurrected to supplement the International Criminal 

Tribunal for Rwanda, and mitigate the failures of the Rwandan national judiciary.
25

 The gacaca 

courts, translated in Kinyarwanda as “justice on the grass,” represent a uniquely Rwandan 

response to justice. They are a modernized version of a traditional community dispute resolution 

mechanism wherein members of the community would present their grievance before the 

Inyangamugayo (“persons of integrity” as deemed by local residents), the victims and offenders. 

Their families and communities would discuss the truth of the events that occurred, and they 

would collectively determine the most appropriate means for conflict resolution, restitution, re-

integration of the offender(s) into the community, and the restoration of the social order. 

Considering the deplorable conditions in which the national judiciary existed in the immediate 

aftermath of genocide, and the massive numbers of Rwandans accused of crimes during the 

genocide, the government realized that it was not realistic to expect the formal judiciary to 

address those cases, and they undertook a search for alternative mechanisms to address the 

judicial issues facing them (Jones 52-53).
26

 Re-established in 2001, with trials beginning in 

March 2005, the gacaca courts seek to process the remaining 760,000 genocide cases, and to try, 

punish, or re-integrate the hundreds of thousands of perpetrators of crimes of genocide and other 
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 The judicial response to the Rwandan genocide involves three central processes (1) the International Criminal 
Tribunal for Rwanda addresses the criminals who have escaped prosecution within Rwanda; (2) the national courts 
at Rwanda deal with the most serious offenders within the national jurisdiction; and (3) the gacaca courts address 
the lower-level offenders swiftly and less expensively. Peripherally, there are also trials adjudicated in the Rwandan 
military courts and international third-party trials in foreign jurisdictions, such as the United States, Canada, France, 
Belgium, and Switzerland (Jones 7). 
26

 Jones notes that the pre-genocide Rwandan legal system was extremely weak with limited resources and 
insufficiently trained personnel. It lacked judicial independence and functioned as a tool of a dictatorial regime (81).  
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crimes against humanity committed between 1 October 1990 and 31 December 1994.
 27 

The goal 

of the courts is to facilitate reconciliation and strengthen unity among Rwandans. Capraru reports 

that people often told ISÔKO they must perform at gacaca because some Rwandans thought “it 

would make [the perpetrators] confess” (18). A few times, despite the fact ISÔKO did not 

perform at gacaca, survivors gave testimony during the talk-back session (Capraru 20). A sense 

of the culture of impunity is necessary to recognize in order to understand why the structural 

parallels of the play resonated profoundly with a Rwandan audience who yearned for justice. 

 A culture of impunity fostered in Rwanda from the Hutu revolution of 1959 to the 

genocide in 1994, and Rwandan citizens endured human rights violations without the hope of 

justice. In fact, unconditional general amnesty was given for all offences committed during the 

Social Revolution because the government declared they were a necessary “part of the fight for 

national liberation,” even if they were an infringement to the common law (Government of 

Rwanda qtd. in Jones 31). It was a considerable step when, in 1996, the Government of Rwanda 

put forth a number of recommendations regarding the best way to address the crimes allegedly 

committed during the genocide, and decided that “in order to achieve reconciliation and justice 

in Rwanda, it is essential that the culture of impunity be eradicated forever” (Government of 

Rwanda qtd. in Jones 57). The Government of National Unity established a policy of maximal 

accountability in response to the high degree of complicity of the general population in the 
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 The nationwide launch of the gacaca involved the establishment of over 12,000 courts and the election and 
training of approximately 108,000 individuals who, after being elected, voluntarily assume the role of judges (Jones 
9). Traditionally, gacaca was an ad hoc system of dispute resolution that operated within a flexible and adaptive 
framework and regionally varied. The re-emergence of gacaca onto the social landscape involved an in-depth 
process of re-conceptualization. The National Service of Gacaca Jurisdictions established a permanent judicial and 
administrative institution to assist with the application of gacaca to more serious crimes because traditionally, 
gacaca was not involved in reconciling cases of murder (Jones 53). Its mandate to respond to a potential caseload of 
over 800,000 accused represents a “judicial experiment of a magnitude never before attempted” (182).  Jones reports 
that recent projections from the National Jurisdiction of Gacaca estimate that the number of individuals who were 
involved in crimes specified within gacaca law may be as many as 1,000,000 (77). This number is debatable.  
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crimes committed during the genocide. President Paul Kagame boldly declared that “[o]nly 

through a process of making individuals accountable for their crimes can we hope to banish the 

poison of collective guilt and unite communities against violence. We cannot talk of 

reconciliation without justice in the context of Rwanda” (qtd. in Jones 16).  

 The use of legal proceedings as a means to achieve reconciliation is fundamental to the 

government’s declaration that without justice there can be no reconciliation. Unfortunately, as 

genocide suspects are tried and judged by neighbours in their community, most of the jurors of 

the gacaca courts are Tutsi survivors, and the gacaca system has the potential to be a form of 

victor’s justice. The fact that the Rwandan Patriotic Front, led by Kagame, has been the 

dominant political party of Rwanda since the ceasefire on 4 July, 1994 has meant that many of 

the human rights violations committed by the Rwandan Patriotic Army, the military branch of 

the RPF, have been ignored. The Rwandan government does not deny that RPF soldiers 

committed violations such as pillaging property, abducting civilians, and executing individuals 

known to be members of the former government or those accused of genocide crimes, but they 

stress that the individuals concerned have committed these in their personal capacity and not as a 

pattern of government-sanctioned violence against the public (Government of Rwanda 2005 qtd. 

in Jones 10). According to Jones, the implications of the government’s claims is that the acts 

committed by RPF soldiers are not to be considered morally equivalent to those committed by 

the genocidaires; consequently, they do not belong in the same judicial venues as the master-

minds of the genocide (10). Jones reports that there has been a noticeable absence of any former 

RPF accused of serious allegations of war crimes placed before the Gacaca courts (76). He goes 

so far as to suggest that the notions and practices of victor’s justice are the most substantial 

obstacles that lie in the path of justice because they call into question the legitimacy of the entire 
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judicial system: “the effective silencing of the victims of RPF crimes marginalizes those 

individuals and may breed frustration and resentment rather than reconciliation” (190). 

Moreover, Alana Tiemessen warns that the gacaca system has resulted in a dualist nation where 

Hutus remain perpetrators and victims, and survivors remain Tutsis despite violence being 

enacted by both sides (57). Pottier suggests that the international community and the world of 

humanitarian aid has been reluctant to “point a finger” at Rwanda’s RPF and the government 

because of a profound sense of guilt for not preventing the genocide (39). 

 Given the difficult political climate in which the performances of The Monument took 

place, Mejra’s retaliation and fall from innocence complicates the simplified imaginings of post-

genocide Rwanda. Mejra illustrates that anyone (on either side of the ethnic divide) can act 

violently, seek revenge, and perpetuate bloodshed. When it is confirmed that Stetko was the 

rapist and murderer of Mejra’s daughter, Ana, Mejra rushes at Stetko and strikes him on the back 

with the shovel. He falls, and Mejra strikes his head again— nearly killing him. When Mejra 

believes that she has killed him, she is horrified, and she decides to bury the body in an attempt 

to hide the evidence. Until this point in the drama Mejra does not exhibit concern for Stetko’s 

wellbeing. In scene two, she goes so far as to threaten “I am going to beat you until you fall to 

the ground or until I’m unable to beat you any longer” (C. Wagner 20), and she gives him a 

beating that “seems to last forever” (21). Nevertheless, it is shocking when she appears to murder 

him. When Stetko recovers, he announces: “You’re just like me, Mejra. A murderer. A slave and 

a dog. . . . You think you’re above it all, eh? Once you got what you wanted from me then you 

were going to do me in. Just like we do in prisoners. You’d make a good soldier, Mejra” (80-81). 

Mejra attempts to defend her actions, explaining that she did it for her daughter—“I was doing it 

for love”—but Stetko reminds her that “That’s what soldiers say. ‘Love for my country’” (81). 
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Mejra is defeated when she realizes she cannot live up to her ideals—that she is so full of hate 

that she is willing to kill—so she gives Stetko his freedom. In an interview with Jane Horwitz, 

Wagner explains her dilemma regarding Mejra’s character: 

 I wanted her to be a little more saintly. But in truth, she couldn't be, and in truth, we're 

 not. And what I discovered, really, is only by coming to that place, where they can both 

 look at each other and realize, “yes, I am no different than you, my hands are as bloodied 

 as yours” can they ask, “where can we go?” (qtd. in Horwitz 5)   

The Monument’s representation of the powerful desire for revenge, and its recognition of the 

violent acts committed on both sides of the conflict forces audiences to confront difficult truths 

about human nature, justice, and forgiveness.  

 The Monument does not dramatize a utopian image of Rwanda; it presents what Jill 

Dolan calls the “as is” and allows the audience to imagine the “what if,” a potentially different 

future. The play also demonstrates “how to be active citizens to audiences who might not 

regularly see themselves as agents in their own lives, let alone in their political systems” (Dolan 

92). This lesson was especially important in Rwanda given the considerable social, economic, 

and political redistribution of power after the genocide, in part due to the fact the population was 

70 percent female and thousands of the Rwandans imprisoned were men (McCrummen). 

Currently, Rwandan Parliament has 56 percent female representation, including the Speaker, 

thereby constituting the first democracy in history to have more women elected to Parliament 

than men (Innocent, “Kagame”). As well, women make up 42 percent of the Supreme Court 

judges, 70 percent of the High Court judges, 62 percent of executive secretaries of national 

commissions, and they are driving the economy by working on construction sites, in factories, 

and as truck and taxi drivers (McCrummen). President Kagame has even expressed that he 
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wishes to have a female successor to his presidency (qtd. in Innocent, “When Rwandan”). In 

addition to remarkably progressive politics passed by the government in the pursuit of gender 

equality, Gahiji Innocent explains that the rural woman,  

 who is most often wrongly regarded as a liability to development in some less developed 

 nations, is now Rwanda’s pride as she steers the nation to recovery. These women are 

 being empowered and have joined or lead associations, self-help and credit schemes 

 where they generate income and sustain their families and communities. (“When  

 Rwandan”) 

From community-based entrepreneurial endeavors such as basket weaving to national 

governance, women are leading the country, and they are making important decisions about 

justice.
28

 As Stetko’s executioner turned savior, Mejra represents a woman with a great deal of 

power in the justice system. Capraru reflects that the first questions asked in the talkback 

sessions were invariably legal questions from men: “‘How did this woman manage to do this?’ 

‘Did she bribe the judge?’ ‘Who is she in fact?’ ‘Are you advocating this become law in 

Rwanda?’ ‘What if everyone took a prisoner home? What then?’” (20). Mejra’s obtainment of a 

soldier convicted of war crimes, and her ability to take him home and use him as she wished was, 

according to Capraru, “of endless consternation to Rwandans” (20). Wagner’s opinion that 

women are essential for leading a country out of war was forcefully delivered by Mejra: “I don’t 

care how you take it, just understand this, the military is not the only one with power” (C. 

Wagner 37). For those audience members, and especially for those female audience members 

who were about to become jurors in the gacaca courts or leaders in national politics, the talk-
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 Traditionally in gacaca, men almost exclusively controlled the proceedings. Women were excluded unless they 
were a participant in the act, directly affected, or a spectator (Jones 56). In the new gacaca, women are able to hold 
the position of judge (Jones 61).  
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back sessions following each performance provided rehearsal time for deliberating upon how 

“peace and justice, equality and truly participatory democracy might take hold sometime in a 

near or distant future” (Dolan 90). They provide opportunity to contemplate Dolan’s important 

question: “How can we hope for a better future in such an environment?” (3).  

 Time to contemplate this question, and space for an honest and critical discussion about 

the current state of post-genocide Rwanda, is important in Rwanda given the limitations on 

discourses of reconciliation that have been imposed by Kagame’s government in an effort to ease 

ethnic tensions. The National Unity and Reconciliation Commission in Rwanda employed art 

and theatre as tools to foster unity and reconciliation among Rwandans. Theatre projects in 

postwar Rwanda must adhere to the idea of Rwanda as one nation, and they must align with the 

Kagame government’s tightly controlled historical narrative and mandated path of social 

reconstruction. There is pressure to align cultural practices with the progressive state-driven 

discourse of reconciliation in Rwanda because the scripts for theatre projects must be approved 

by the government. My intent is not to oppose the goal of individual reconciliation for, as 

Derrida ascertains, “no one would decently dare to object to the imperative of reconciliation” 

(50). Reconciliation is a desirable goal for ensuring the survival and stability of the state and may 

facilitate healing on the level of the individual as well. However, it is necessary to distinguish 

between forgiveness and any process which announces reconciliation. Derrida asserts: “There is 

always a strategical or political calculation in the generous gesture of one who offers 

reconciliation or amnesty” (40). He insists that “forgiveness is not, it should not be, normal, 

normative, normalizing. It should remain exceptional and extraordinary, in the face of the 

impossible: as if it interrupted the ordinary course of historical temporality” (32). Mandated 

reconciliation is not forgiveness in the pure sense; it is instead a political strategy.  
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 ISÔKO’s performances of The Monument enabled the imagination of Derrida’s utopian 

conception of forgiveness. By reading the final scene of the play—a scene of forgiveness—as a 

utopian performative, ISÔKO’s Monument did not proscribe the singular state-driven narrative 

of reconciliation. Instead, it allowed intimations of a better world to be imagined. In this sense, it 

referred to the idea of pure and unconditional forgiveness that Derrida insists is worthy as a 

“dream of thought” despite its impossibility (60). Early in the play Stetko does not believe 

forgiveness is possible. When Mejra enters in scene one, Stetko states:  

I’m not going to say I’m sorry if that’s what you’re waiting for. What difference would it 

make? It won’t bring them back. It won’t undo what I did. It won’t make me a better 

man. . . . I say sorry and the world forgives me. I’M SORRY. I don’t mean it, of course, 

and so how can I expect forgiveness. (12-13) 

He believes that the possibility of forgiveness exists with the condition it is requested in a 

genuine manner. Stetko’s distinction between pure remorse and the fabrication of remorse staged 

for appropriate officials has important implications for the justice system in Rwanda where 

church and state are still very much entwined. The previous Rwandan justice system was based 

on Belgian civil law wherein which the use of confessions and plea bargaining had a distinct 

affinity with Protestantism (Jones 64). In order to ease the burden of overcrowded prisons and 

facilitate the reduction of incarceration, Protestant churches started to ask prisoners to confess 

their crimes, repent, and ask for forgiveness in exchange for a significant reduction in sentence. 

Not surprisingly, there were substantial problems associated with the community granting 

reduced sentences to those who had confessed.
29

 Protestants were more inclined to plead guilty 

                                                 
29

 According to a 2010 report on religious freedom, 26 percent of Rwandans consider themselves Protestant, 
although this figure appears to be rapidly declining (United States Department of State n.pag.).  
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and apologize in public than Catholic prisoners who were inclined towards private confession 

(Jones 68). Additionally, the incentive to be released from prison meant that the sincerity of the 

confession— and thereby the “truth”— was often undermined. Judges were put in the difficult 

subjective position to assess the sincerity and veracity of the confessions. False or partial 

confessions had the potential to foster resentment as well as undermine the goal of reconciliation 

(Jones 64). In Rwanda, truth must be determined in order to insure justice, and the Government 

insists that reconciliation cannot occur unless justice is done.  

 The play reiterates the Rwandan imperative to tell the truth. Upon his release Stetko asks 

Mejra, “What do you want me to say?” to which she directs, “Tell the truth” (C. Wagner 18). 

When Stetko enquiries why she beat him, she informs him it was because “you don’t know the 

difference between a truth and a lie” (21). Over the course of the play, Mejra attempts to teach 

Stetko to tell the truth, and when he does not, she punishes him. He admits that he lied to save 

himself, and he obeyed authority because it was easier than disobeying orders (50). Mejra’s quest 

to exhume the bodies of the twenty-three women whom Stetko raped and killed is an attempt to 

reveal the “truth about war” (75). Exhuming the bodies, admitting that he killed the women, 

remembering, describing and naming the victims, and building the monument changes Stetko. It 

is only when Stetko starts to think of the women as individuals with specific traits and 

characteristics that he realizes the scope of his crime. At the end of the play, he is genuinely 

remorseful: “I’m sorry. I’m sorry for what I did. Forgive me. . . . I’m sorry. Forgive me” (84-85). 

Truth telling leads to genuine remorse, remorse motivates his repentance, which opens up the 

question of forgiveness. 

 The Rwandan government’s projected trajectory that truth-telling will serve justice, and 

justice will facilitate reconciliation is interrupted when Mejra queries: “How can I forgive you? 
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Show me. Show me how to forgive. I don’t know how” (C. Wagner 85). Mejra does not know 

how to forgive because, as Derrida maintains, only the victim has the right to forgive (44). 

Although Mejra has been affected by Stetko’s crimes, she is not able to grant forgiveness for the 

murder or twenty-three women. She is unable to “substitute herself for the dead” (Derrida 44). 

Juror members of gacaca similarly have to grapple with this issue. Traditionally, murderers 

could be awarded the death penalty, but during the restructuring of the justice system following 

the genocide, the death penalty was abolished because of the massive number of executions that 

would have resulted. Thus, when Mejra laments “There’s no justice in this world” (83), she is 

referring to the pure sense of justice which cannot be obtained. The best that can be done in 

Rwanda is to try to expose the truth, to remember and mourn the victims, and to go on living. 

Trapped in a community together, Mejra spews, “You make life unendurable,” to which Stetko 

retorts, “But we’re here. You’re here. I’m here. We made it” (83). The Monument creates space 

to contemplate the complexity of cohabitation, and the difficulty of assuming a position of 

justice where one has to determine appropriate restitution for unimaginable, irreparable crimes. 

Mejra does not refuse the possibility of forgiveness, but she does not become an advocate for 

forgiveness either. Although Stetko admits that he is guilty of the accused crimes, Mejra must 

contemplate what right she has to grant forgiveness given her own brutal actions.  

 In the final moments of the play the focus shifts away from commemorating individuals 

lost in war to contemplating the choices that must be made by the living as Mejra and Stetko 

stand in “a moment of possibilities” (85). This image transforms the monument from a memorial 

of lost women and children and men into a living monument and testament to all the families, 

neighbours and communities that are dealing with the challenge of cohabitation after a war. 

Salvation hinges in this moment of possibility. The Monument hints at the possibility of 
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forgiveness, and therefore aligns with Dolan’s utopian ideal where performance makes “palpable 

an affective vision of how the world might be better” (6), but neither Wagner nor ISÔKO 

pronounce if “forgiveness of the unforgivable”—as Derrida describes it (32)—is possible. This 

“moment of possibilities” is utopian because it is not prescriptive. ISÔKO’s Monument gestures 

towards forgiveness, but utopia is imagined rather than sanctioned by the state. Dolan is worth 

quoting at length to illustrate the difference: 

Thinking of utopia as processual, as an index to the possible, to the “what if,” rather than 

 a more restrictive, finite image of the “what should be,” allows performance a hopeful 

 cast, one that can experiment with the possibilities of the future in ways that shine back 

 usefully on a present that’s always, itself, in process. Such a view of utopia prevents it 

 from settling into proscription, into the kind of fascism that inevitably attends a fully 

 drawn idea of a better world. (13) 

Dolan emphasizes the difficulty of sustaining the concept of utopia as process rather than a pre-

set goal. She champions performance as a forum capable of helping citizens to imagine 

alternative ways of living because it enables the condition for “public dreaming” (92). The 

benefits of forgiveness are only manifest through imaginative conception as The Monument 

dramatizes the difficulty of the process of recovering from a war rather than dramatizing a 

performance of forgiveness. Capraru describes her final scene as a balance between “not letting 

catharsis happen” and yet “pushing towards the possibility of it and what it would entail” in 

terms of social and personal labour (telephone interview). Spectators may have found comfort in 

the hope of a unified, reconciled Rwanda without understanding how to forgive perpetrators who 

do not appear remorseful for their crimes. Thus, The Monument created interlude for thought 

outside the reach of dominant conceptions of reconciliation in present-day Rwanda.  
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 The Monument did not escape the themes of memory, history and reconciliation that 

Thompson argues problematically constitute “appropriate” theatre projects in a post-conflict 

societies (111). He points out that the majority of theatre produced in Rwanda since 1994 has 

resorted to “comfortable proclamations of a certain effect” (10). The difficulty of applied theatre 

projects in Rwanda “creat[ing] space outside the reach of problematic discourses” is apparent in 

his study of the negotiations between the nationally acclaimed Mashirika Creative and 

Performing Arts Group and a Rwandan government department. Director Hope Azeda created a 

performance about reconciliation that conflicted with a particular view of forgiveness held by her 

commissioner. In the play about reconciliation, a woman was to say to her perpetrator, “I’m not 

forgiving you, forgiving you and not forgiving you does nothing for me. It doesn’t bring back my 

husband and my children that you killed” (Azeda qtd. in Thompson 86). The line was rejected by 

the commissioner and, subsequently, the whole project was delayed because the necessary papers 

were not signed. Azeda could not bring herself to write a version aimed to normalize 

forgiveness. Concerned with the implications of this censorship for applied theatre practice, 

Thompson asks the important questions:  

 If one of the most highly respected performance groups in the country struggled to create 

 alternative narratives within the “re-imagining” project, is there any potential for the arts 

 to open up history as a problem to explore rather than a story to be accepted? Can the 

 woman character who refuse to forgive, who seems to insist that forgiveness “is not, it 

 should not be, normal, normative, normalizing,” be given stage? (86)   

Although The Monument does not depict a woman who refuses to forgive, the play also does not 

dramatize forgiveness—pure or otherwise. Forgiveness remains a utopian ideal that is not 

achieved, that cannot be achieved. As a form of healing, individual reconciliation may be the 
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goal for audience members to aspire towards if that reconciliation consists of dealing with the 

challenges of cohabitation, living with the memories and traumas of the past, and being able to 

move on and find peace, acceptance, tolerance, or happiness. But Wagner does not make that 

verdict, and reconciliation is not proscribed in The Monument. Instead, The Monument allowed 

Rwandan audience members to contemplate alternatives to the state’s aspiration for 

reconciliation that normalizes the notion of forgiveness. 

 It is remarkable that a foreign play was able to provide so much productive social and 

political criticism in such a tightly controlled political space. ISÔKO’s Monument, in its pre-

packaged story form, achieves the same affect—the difficult return—as Thompson’s non-

traditional “performances” experienced while visiting a memorial museum and when observing 

real prisoners and non-prisoners harmoniously co-exist. Thompson is critical of the tendency in 

applied theatre projects in places of war to focus on memory (111); however, as I have 

previously noted, his critique is more pointedly directed towards the universalization and the 

proscription of how people should respond to appalling incidents, the idea of closure, and the 

establishment of troublesome normalities. I have argued that The Monument avoids the 

proscription of reconciliation. I further suggest that The Monument achieves the difficult 

realization of the past’s place in the present that Thompson, Simon, Rosenberg and Eppert 

advocate. One of the features of the “difficult return” is the goal to “bring forth into presence 

specific people and events of the past in order to hone their names and to hold a place for their 

absent presence in one’s contemporary life” (Simon, Rosenberg, and Eppert 4). In the following 

section, as I shift my focus from thinking about the effectiveness of the performance to the 

affectiveness of the performance, I locate the “absent presence” of Stetko’s victims in the actual 

construction of the monument. I also illustrate how Capraru’s outsider position and her personal 
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“genealogy of genocide” influenced the production through a more critical examination of the 

politics of intercultural performance.  

 

Architecture of the monument: Capraru’s monument and anxieties of influence   

 A close reading of Capraru’s construction of the monument tests the limits of 

intercultural theatre in places of war. Capraru’s monument of dead bodies was inspired by the 

glass cases at Auschwitz, and she chose to represent each girl symbolically with an artifact such 

as: a burned bra, a baby’s blanket, a night dress, shattered eye-glasses, a school uniform, a 

bracelet, some pimple cream, a crucifix, or a tattered Tutsi identity card. Capraru also embodied 

the ghosts of Ana, Mejra’s murdered daughter, and Ini, Stetko’s missing girlfriend. In scene 

seven when Stetko (Jean Paul Uwayezu) uncovers the bodies, ISÔKO’s Mejra (Jaqueline 

Umubyeyi) cherishes the remnants of the girls and passes them to the ghosts of Ana (Solange 

Liza Umuhire) and Ini (Ruth Nirere)
30

 who present them at the feet of the audience members 

sitting in a large circle. Capraru’s decision to symbolically represent each girl was a safe choice 

as she believed “depictions of anything too close to reality would be crass, and at worst, re-

traumatize the [Rwandan] public—not to mention our company members, some of whom were 

survivors” (20). Her attempts to individualize each girl and “take her as far away as theatrical 

possible from the piles of corpses we have seen too often as they are bulldozed into mass graves 

in Bosnia, Darfur, Congo, or Poland” (20) demonstrates Capraru’s sensitive consideration of her 

subject matter and potentially fragile members of her audience.
31

 Given Capraru’s outsider 

                                                 
30

 Originally, Sonia Bona performed the role on tour in Rwanda. 
31

 Paul Williams notes that the expertise and equipment required to identify bones is very costly. When order must 
be restored and assistance provided, governments do not tend to prioritize the individual identification of victims 
(46). Mejra insists that the bodies be uncovered so that the girls can be reclaimed by their families (C. Wagner 75).   
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status, it is worth considering if Capraru really had a choice: could she have (ethically) staged a 

realistic monument of dead bodies?  

 In “Memory, Memorial, and The Monument: Contested Memories in Rwanda, A Field 

Report,” she writes:  

 As a foreigner I knew I had been invited onto sacred ground. My own personal 

 connection to genocide, through the loss of my mother’s family in 1944 Belgium, and the 

 research and practice I had undertaken for years on the Shoah, provided me with a kind 

 of passport. Many had never met a Jew before. But if they knew one thing of Jews, it was 

 our shared history of genocide. (21) 

Capraru’s personal history of genocide also equipped her with pre-existing memorial strategies. 

However, the precedent established by Holocaust memorial museums—to display piles of 

objects like shoes and abandoned suitcases—correlates with the absence of human remains of the 

Shoah. Conversely, the methods by which individuals were killed in Rwanda literally produced 

mounds of evidence. The staging of the monument led to intense questioning in talk-back 

sessions and Capraru admits that “rural audiences … shocked me in their harsh demands for 

realism” (20). While Capraru claims that “sophisticated audiences found that the symbols created 

the right amount of distance from the trauma” (20), many Rwandan spectators revealed they 

would have preferred her monument to reflect memorialization practices in Rwanda where mass 

graves and mummified bodies of genocide victims are displayed as evidence of what happened 

in order to defy those who would doubt or deny the genocide.
32

 By touring the hills, ISÔKO 

reached audiences unaccustomed to theatrical representations and Capraru notes their 

                                                 
32

 Intense debate occurred in Rwanda about the preferred method of memorializing the genocide. Genocide 
survivors disagreed whether victim’s remains should be buried, as is the traditional and respectful method of dealing 
with remains, or if bodies should be displayed as a reminder of the past and a warning for the future. 
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expectations for theatre to be documentary were unrealistic (15). Audience members 

commented: “This is not for real, we want to see the bodies,” and suggested, “Maybe you can 

borrow some skulls from Nyamata Church” (qtd. in Capraru 20). Given the trend in Rwanda to 

display the skeletons and mummified bodies of genocide victims, Capraru’s monument 

contravened her audience’s horizon of expectations. Her decision to evoke Holocaust memorial 

practice and symbolically represent the victims proved to be less affective for some of her 

Rwandan audience. Initially, it would seem that Capraru’s technique, which reflects her own 

cultural perspective, threatens to commit the violence of substitutability that Luger warns 

against, and illustrates another limit of intercultural theatre production for war-afflicted 

audiences. Closer inspection of the surfaces of and imprints on this monument proves otherwise.   

 The most significant adaption that Capraru made to Wagner’s script was the decision to 

embody Ana and Ini. Adorned in dresses the colour of dried blood, the two ghosts haunted the 

space and constituted a kind of chorus. Capraru reports that no audience member questioned the 

existence of ghosts in the play. They represented the loss on both sides of the conflict, and 

emphasized what was for Capraru, the “deepest, most primal relationship in the play: that of 

mother and daughter” (20). Capraru’s ghosts can easily be seen to help bring about the difficulty 

of the past in the present because they inspire the contradictory desires to remember and to move 

on. Additionally, Ana and Ini function to indigenize the play as they drum, sing, and dance. 

Solange Liza Umuhire is a rising star on East African pop charts, and she composed most of the 

new music for the production. Ruth Nirere also composed a song. Jaqueline Umubyeyi leads 

Ingoma Nshya, an all-female drumming group that has grown to more than a hundred Rwandan 

women and performed in other East African countries, including Burundi and the Democratic 

Republic of Congo, as well as in Amsterdam and New York. Drumming has traditionally been a 
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male domain, but since the genocide, teams of girls and women have taken up the mallets. In an 

interview with Ms. Magazine, Umubyeyi explains “I joined hoping to find an activity that would 

take my mind off my sadness” (qtd. in McClelland, “Different Drummers” 23). The 

incorporation of drumming into The Monument illustrates the integration of a cultural practice 

and historically situated mode of mourning and coping that Rwandans have already undertaken 

in response to the genocide. As drumming is seen as a symbol of authority in Rwanda, it is 

significant that women are claiming the instrument as their own, and it is appropriate with the 

gendered commentary of the play that I discussed in the previous section. These adaptations 

ensure that the production is a piece of memorial theatre designed, in Capraru’s words, to 

“honour the dead and preserves the memory of the victims (15), and that the monument under 

construction is a Rwandan one.  

 In the play text, Wagner rejects the conventional composition of monuments, which as 

James Young explains, relieves individuals from the responsibility of remembering (5). Instead, 

her monument of cold corpses
33

 constructs a counter-monument that aims:  

 Not to console but to provoke, not to remain fixed but to change; not to be everlasting but 

 to disappear; not to be ignored by the passersby but to demand interaction; not to remain 

 pristine but to invite its own violation and desanctification; not to accept graciously the 

 burden of memory but to drop it at the town’s feet. (Young 30) 

Counter-monuments draw attention to the subject(s) they remember by subverting the traditional 

memorial styles where destruction is commemorated through construction. As a result, they 

resist invisibility. German conceptual artists Jochen and Esther Gerz, attributed as the first 
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 Wagner’s stage direction reads, “A monument of the dead bodies has been built. The corpses have been seated, 

stacked in a circle, looking out” (76). 
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builders of a counter-monument, rebelled against the traditional structure, arguing that “the 

didactic logic of monuments, their demagogical rigidity, recalled too closely traits they 

associated with fascism itself” (qtd. in Young 28). The Gerz’s 1986 structure “Monument against 

Fascism” was a lead-covered column that slowly sank into the ground until it disappeared. As the 

monument vanished, the job of remembering was forced back onto its viewers. In a similar 

fashion, Wagner’s monument of decomposing bodies is unstable and impermanent; the bodies 

will decay. Wagner’s grisly image will only remain in the memories of the audience.  

 Capraru’s decision to avoid historicization and construct a symbolic monument was 

appropriate given her concern that she might re-traumatize her audience. In a review about the 

performance in Toronto, Martin Morrow comments that Capraru’s stylized approach “de-

emphasizes the play’s violence and physicality” (n.pag.). Her highly imagistic, gestic approach 

to the play allowed her audience opportunity for critical reflection and distance from memories 

of violent events in their own lives. However, her selection of surviving objects rather than 

decomposing bodies affected the meaning of the production as a whole. Capraru’s monument 

took the form of a memorial, a “place where people could mourn. And be seen to mourn” 

(Winter 93). Capraru minimized the horror of the original event for her audience, the people 

living with memories of the devastation that took place. Her memorial theatre attempted to avoid 

“picking at the scab,” investing in victimhood, or inspiring melancholia in the Freudian sense; 

alternatively, she attempted to “keep the connection flowing not only from the past to the 

present, but also into the future” (15). Human remains, as Paul Williams points out, are 

associated with the taboo, moral fear, and the abject, their “repellant nature” might have, in fact, 

inhibited commemoration (46). Constructing a symbolic monument that memorialized Bosnian 

women (for their names were intact in the translation into Kinyarwanda) enabled the Rwandan 
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audience critical distance from Rwanda’s war and their personal experiences. The intercultural 

element may have helped audience members to contemplate the challenge of forgiveness that I 

discussed in the previous section, and which is presented in the subsequent scene in the play. 

 Furthermore, by refraining from putting dead bodies on stage, Capraru’s monument does 

not function as a pedagogical tool like the bodies on display at the Kigali Memorial Centre. 

There the bodies provide evidence of the tragedy in the hope of preventing future violence. 

Williams observes that the inclination to display human remains often corresponds with 

situations where there was little media coverage to validate and account for the events of the 

genocide. He writes, “In these situations, the extremeness of human remains as a visual symbol 

may be what is required to keep the event at the forefront of media and public consciousness, 

which in turn may help to sustain support for the work of courts, truth commissions, and similar 

organizations” (46). Indeed, the Kigali Memorial Centre was largely designed to provide 

evidence of the failure of humanity to the international audience of dignitaries, tourists, and 

NGO staff who have visited the capital city. Thompson’s remark appropriately follows that “It is 

perhaps here, more than in any other place in Rwanda, that the re-imagining project . . . is most 

explicitly displayed for the international community” (98). ISÔKO’s Monument was not 

designed for an international audience, although it would later receive one. It was expected that 

ISÔKO’s audience in Rwanda had already witnessed the violence, and authenticity or proof of 

the events that transpired did not need to be established. When Ana and Ini place the artifacts 

that represent the victims at the feet of the audience, they literally “drop it at the town’s feet.” 

Their gesture inspires the audience member to remember his or her own experiences of the 

genocide, thereby refusing closure and maintaining the difficultness of past in the present. 

Kerwin Klein observes that “[m]emory can come to the fore in an age of historiographical crisis 
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precisely because it figures as a therapeutic alternative to historical discourse” (qtd. in Williams 

171). Reflecting upon memories, as Klein points out, enables audience members to formulate a 

counter-narrative to official discourse. The “difficult return” also functioned to help the audience 

learn to live with loss and memories that “bear no ultimate consolation” (Simon, Rosenberg, and 

Eppert 4). In this sense, ISÔKO’s Monument contributed to the “righting” of the “(re-)writing” 

of Rwanda’s history of war.  

 My reading of the play text suggests that the official narrative was subtly, but effectively 

countered in the performance. ISÔKO’s Monument represented Rwanda’s post-genocide history 

as a struggle where former enemies must learn to live together. The play demonstrates that 

individuals on either side of the ethnic divide are capable of murder, and the desire for revenge 

threatens to perpetuate the cycle of violence. Reconciliation is presented as a complicated 

process that can seem impossible when survivors are mourning the loss of their loved ones. 

Although The Monument was not written with the Rwandan crisis as its subject matter, it issues 

an important critique of the Rwandan government’s strategies of reconciliation. ISÔKO’s 

performance of The Monument, and especially Capraru’s staging of the monument of dead 

bodies, reminded audiences of their own experiences—the real “truths about war.” 

Consequently, the production provided a cultural opportunity to contemplate the complex history 

of Rwanda.   

  Thompson hopes to “find a means to research and write about performance that 

maintains the difficultness of affect, rather than resorting to comfortable proclamations of certain 

effect” (10). I have argued for a reading of the “radical potential” of ISÔKO’s Monument to 

maintain the difficultness of Rwanda’s past in the present despite its traditional structure. Finally, 

a comparison of The Monument to one of Thompson’s examples of the “difficult return” is 
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valuable so as to clarify the affective force of this intercultural production. Thompson recalls his 

experience visiting the Murambi Memorial Centre, where hundreds of corpses are lime-

preserved and displayed, to demonstrate how performance affects can “suspend traditional 

investigatory modes of memory and reconciliation” (93).
34

 He recites Gourevitch’s description of 

visiting the memorial to emphasize this point that the disconcerting scene of strewn bodies and 

the disturbing smell that permeates the space stalls memory work, suspends resolution of the 

original event, and does not enable viewers to absorb certain lessons:  

 I couldn’t settle on any meaningful response: revulsion, alarm, sorrow, grief, shame, 

 incomprehension, sure, but nothing truly meaningful. I just looked, and I took 

 photographs, because I wondered whether I could really see what I was seeing while I 

 saw it, and I wanted also an excuse to look a bit more closely. (Gourevitch 66 qtd. in 

 Thompson 91) 

Thompson uses the combination of a desire to look closely coupled with an unsettling inability to 

fix on a meaningful response to develop his argument that applied theatre researchers should 

focus their attention on feelings and sensations to discover alternative ways in which to resist 

simple narration or co-option into dominant narratives, such as those that resolve the genocide: 

“The affect of these bodies starts a process of examining how attention to sensation may provide 

a protective space apart from the reach of the problematic national discourse” (Thompson 9). For 

both Gourevitch and Thompson, the affect of the bodies escapes the clutches of the dominant 

paradigms for understanding the genocide, and therefore makes a claim for a radical or resistant 

impact. I want to suggest that this experience is tainted by their outsider status. The bodies that 
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 The Murambi Genocide Memorial memorializes 27,000 people who were squeezed into the school campus where 
they were told to go for their own protection and then were murdered. 
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“appear to be a frozen epistemological project, stuck in a limelight, ready for a case to be made” 

(Thompson 93) without providing evidence of x, or proof of y, may exemplify the “difficult 

return” and be profoundly disturbing for Rwandan and non-Rwandans alike. However, 

Thompson’s remark that “[t]hose bodies that are artifacts could not simply stand in for a 

particular story of suffering” (94) fails to consider this experience of monument-viewing from a 

survivor’s or perpetrator’s perspective and thereby denies the Rwandan viewer agency. Although 

it was unclear to Thompson what was remembered and why, such may not be the case for 

Rwandan viewers. My point is not to undermine Thompson’s argument, but to defend the radical 

potential of ISÔKO’s Monument in Rwanda and extol the production as one that “brings forth 

the dead or past events into presence in a way that their integration into problematic, 

contemporary political projects is made difficult” (103). The affective force of ISÔKO’s 

Monument is not diminished because it did not draw on the memorial strategies at Murambi. 

 It would be remiss to misinterpret Caparu’s decision to construct a symbolic monument, 

albeit one inspired by Holocaust memorial practices, as a failure to adapt to the particular 

demands of her audience, especially as I have already argued alongside Thompson that applied 

theatre practitioners should adopt ethnographic practices and draw from the range of cultural 

practices in the sites of conflict for their projects. Capraru emphasizes the importance of trying to 

comprehend the Rwandan audience and their expectations and needs: “It is paramount to 

remember that Rwanda people will carry a huge emotional weight for generations to come. Any 

attempt to represent a story that echoes the Rwandan genocide must never descend to 

trivialization” (15). It is equally paramount not to “relocate citizens back to the site [or the 

feelings] of trauma” (14), and thus Capraru’s Brechtian-inspired staging and symbolically 

represented monument provided an important degree of distance. While Thompson’s calls for the 
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“end of story” and the “end of effect” are provocative, it would be regrettable to negate looking 

for radical potential in stories (or Canadian plays) altogether. Thompson clarifies that his 

argument is not that “silence is better than speaking, or that theatre practitioners should only be 

interested in the performance of non-stories rather than stories” (70). What is important to 

emphasize is that “all cultural activities are potentially appropriate responses if they are 

understood from within the contexts in which they emerge” (Thompson 70). Remarkably, in its 

intercultural conception, The Monument bore upon Rwanda’s present situation, maintained, in 

the words of Derrida, the “exceptional and extraordinary” (32), and avoided importing a simple 

and singular means of resolution.  
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Chapter Two: On the World Stage 

 It is difficult to assess if ISÔKO’s performances of The Monument can be categorized as 

applied theatre when they are performed outside of the “place” of war and at a commercial 

theatre. The point at which applied theatre ceases to be “applied” is the question of concern here.  

Capraru calls ISÔKO “intercultural contemporary theatre for human rights” because it is 

modern, professional and can be seen on world stages (telephone interview). Very little of the 

staging was changed between the performances in Rwanda (2008-2011) and the performances in 

May 2011 at the World Stage Festival at Harbourfront Centre in Toronto (Capraru, telephone 

interview).
35

 She says that the performances have evolved and been refined since the company 

began performing The Monument, but they were always at a professional level so the applied 

theatre rubric is limiting (telephone interview). I continue to work within the critical apparatus of 

applied theatre research to focus on audience experience and social and relational form rather 

than dramatic content. In order to test the limits of applied theatre, my analysis of ISÔKO’s 

Monument in Toronto focuses on the politics of location. In interview, Capraru disclosed that she 

made this production for Rwandans and never dreamed it would leave Africa (telephone 

interview). My assessment of the applied work of these performances in Toronto is contingent 

upon how the performance was re-contextualized within an international performance festival, 

how ISÔKO’s agenda changed when they traveled to Toronto, and how the Rwandan actors’ 

performance of The Monument was translated, understood, and made meaningful for this 

audience. Making assumptions about a Canadian audience member’s knowledge of Rwanda 
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 Capraru explained that the most significant staging change was the addition of surtitles. There were some 
additional sound cues and one of the actors had to be replaced because she was not a singer and she was not always 
available (telephone interview).  
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history would be unproductive, but it might be fair to assume that some of the members of the 

audience would not be knowledgeable about Rwandan history, and the structural parallels 

between the play and Rwanda’s post-conflict situation would not be apparent. The questions that 

emerge are what “truths about war” did Canadian audience members expect to receive when 

ISÔKO built its monument to commemorate the victims of Rwanda’s genocide? How were the 

play’s lessons on forgiveness shaped by the competitive capitalist conditions of performing in 

the third most active theatre centre in the English-speaking world, and what is frequently claimed 

to be the world’s most multicultural city? And how, if at all, did the production counter the “re-

imagining” project and contemplate the complex history of Rwanda, including the international 

community’s failure to live up to ideals of cosmopolitanism? This chapter documents the 

complexity of an international tour of an applied theatre project performed in a festival context. 

It is an attempt to navigate the social work undertaken by ISÔKO and the difficulty of achieving 

those goals in the wake of neoliberalism and the heritage of colonialism.  

 The performances at Harbourfront Centre took place within a traditional commercial 

exchange wherein ISÔKO presented a product for consumption to a paying audience. Being 

transported to Toronto meant that ISÔKO’s Monument simultaneously became encompassed in, 

and susceptible to, the class-nuanced expectations of performing in “the heart of Toronto’s 

waterfront” and the demands of Toronto’s competitive commercial theatre industry. The cultural 

conditions of late capitalism that necessitates the marketing of a performance as new and/or 

different, but demands a theatre company to fit within the established cultural industry, is hostile 

to theatre productions that attempt to be socially and politically critical of the status quo. As Ric 

Knowles writes in Reading the Material Theatre, in the commercial theatre industry, “the 

theatrical production is understood to be a ‘property’ (hot or not), a commodity whose value is 
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primarily, if not exclusively, economic, and whose participation in dominant models of 

commercial production is virtually prohibitive of extensive or radical social critique” (54).
36

 Baz 

Kershaw similarly notes that “performances succumb to commodification that stifles radicalism 

in the moment of its birth” (23). In thinking through the affective economy of the play and the 

politics of hope in this performance locale, I argue that ISÔKO’s Monument enabled productive 

social and cultural work, but only by refusing to produce utopia in performance. I point out the 

danger of a performance from a place of war inspiring hope in an international festival audience. 

In order to demonstrate the important social work achieved, I detail how ISÔKO’s Monument 

resisted performing reconciliation for the audience and how they co-opted the audience into a 

memorial project that pivots on memory as a “difficult return.” As well, I draw on Jennifer H. 

Capraru and Kim Solga’s essay “Performing Survival in the Global City” to articulate how 

ISÔKO refused the neoliberal logic of progress and outcomes in the metropolis of Toronto, and I 

demonstrate how the performance inspired bewilderment and productive reflection on the 

expectations of performances from places of war. The most important social work becomes 

apparent through an analysis of the gaps between the stated intentions of ISÔKO, the audience’s 

expectations, and the affective experience provoked by the collision of cultural difference. While 

it is appropriate that ISÔKO’s Monument did not gesture toward “intimations of a better world” 

(Dolan 2), I argue that it is the point at which a theatre production ceases to be utopic and 

hopeful that it ceases to fit under the umbrella of “applied theatre.” 

 In an interview with CBC, Capraru stated that what motivates her is the possibility that 

“theatre and art can be a part of making the world a place where genocide isn’t possible” (qtd. in 

                                                 
36

 All references to Knowles from this point forward will refer to Reading the Material Theatre unless otherwise 
specified.  
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“Rwandans explore”). As I noted earlier, since the end of the Second World War, and the 

formulation of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the United Nations Genocide 

Convention, the prevention of genocide has been conceptualized as a global responsibility. If 

theatre can be produced in place of war, an optimist might hope that international tours of 

performances from places of war might enlist international audience members to renew their 

commitment to preventing genocide as well as contribute to the development of cosmopolitan 

culture.
37

 Capraru poses the important question: “Can we use theatre for social change—to pick 

our audience up by the throat, shake them, and say, ‘We are all responsible for building a world 

where genocide cannot happen’?” (14). Her hope that theatre can contribute to the process of 

building democratic communities and encourage active participatory citizenship belongs to a 

cultural ambition of social and political efficacy and a history of socially engaged theatre 

(Nicholson 19).  

 Intentionality is a defining feature of applied theatre. James Thompson explains that 

“Applied theatre can be understood as a theatre practice with an explicit intent. It acts 

deliberately within institutions, with certain communities and on particular issues. It translates, 

adapts and transforms theatre processes so they work with, upon, between and against” (Applied 

Theatre 200). In Performance Affects he argues with political urgency that applied theatre 

practitioners must be able to articulate their intentions:  

 an explicit discussion of purpose at least may offer clarity as to the political vision behind 

 an applied theatre practice. Articulating why a project is being created, and why every 

                                                 
37

 In addition to sketching the development of cosmopolitanism in philosophy, Cheah identifies the development of 
“new cosmopolitanisms” within the “force field of uneven globalization” that endeavor to cultivate a global form of 
political consciousness or solidarity and instill a sense of kinship across national boundaries (495).  
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 part of the project is being developed, ensures a close attention to the effect of the 

 work—and, once again, its social and political implications. (6)  

It is not that applied theatre practitioners do not typically heed the environment of the 

performance, but the ability to apply something and produce a certain effect infers mastery of 

that environment. Something changes because of the application; the application is, then, “a 

betwixt moment where neither the theatre nor the social environment or community group is 

stable” (Thompson, Applied Theatre 200). The incentive to teach a certain lesson or produce 

certain effects is often motivated by the necessity of maintaining funding from non-arts donors.
38

 

The loss of control and cultural specificity when a production is transported to a new 

environment with alternative histories of theatrical and cultural activity and different 

performance conditions presents a significant problem for applied theatre productions. Originally 

designed to tell a particular social and political message in a culturally particular way to a local 

audience, this new audience brings with them different expectations about the theatrical 

performance and different interpretive lenses to construe meaning. The cultural and ideological 

work done by a particular production, and the meanings produced, is mediated by the cultural 

and theatrical histories (Knowles 10).  

 ISÔKO’s Monument was marketed as an exemplar of reconciliation. I argue that The 

Monument’s refusal of reconciliation, and ISÔKO’s failure to provide the audience the “social 

goods” and affective experience that was expected, generated a productive social critique of 

                                                 
38

 Initially Capraru obtained US $1,000 in Rwandan francs from the Deutscher Entwicklungsdienst (DED) to finance 
her field-testing readings of The Monument. Then she raised CAD $30,000 through her Canadian theatre company, 
Theatre Asylum from the Canada Council for the Arts to mount the African premiere. The Emerald Foundation 
contributed CAD $5,000, and, after losing two rehearsal spaces, Mashirika Arts allowed ISÔKO to use their studio 
(Capraru and Solga n.pag.). Capraru and Solga report that the World Stage paid ISÔKO a CAD $15,000 fee for five 
shows and paid for flights and accommodation for all the Rwandan artists on the team (including an extra week in 
the hotel for rehearsals). Tina Rasmussen (artistic director of Harbourfront Centre) involved her office in arranging 
visas, social events and other necessities (including winter coats) for company members (n.pag). 
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personal agendas, aesthetic values, and the globalization of trauma. However, the factors that 

contributed to The Monument’s productive social work could, I suspect, just as easily undermine 

the thematic context of another performance from a place of war on an international tour. My 

fear is, in part, generated from Anne Rothe’s provocative argument that representations of 

violence in popular culture appeal and are consumed “neither because of their supposed aesthetic 

appeal nor because they enable audiences to engage in vicarious identification and/or 

cathartically purge negative arousal states” but because of “the melodramatic plot structure and 

particularly the redemptive-happy ending, which ensures consumers that, despite all apparent 

evidence to the contrary, the good forces will always triumph over the evil ones and we thus live 

in a just world” (98). I am especially fearful that purchasing tickets to international performances 

of reconciliation from places of war might allow Western audience members to feel exonerated 

for failing to intervene in distant crises. 

 In order to assess the (potentially problematic) affective experience of ISÔKO’s 

Monument, and determine what was being “applied,” I begin by analyzing the interpretive lenses 

that framed the performance and shaped audience reception. My intent is not solely to critique 

troublesome advertising, but to unpack the discourses that surround the performance in order to 

gain insight into how that performance might have been read. My method is akin to the semiotic 

and cultural materialist theory that Knowles develops to provide a “politicized analysis of the 

ways in which specific aspects of theatrical production, and specific contexts of reception, shape 

the audience’s understanding of what they experience in the theatre” (i). Materialist semiotics 

tries to take into account what Marvin Carlson calls “the entire theatre experience” (qtd. in 9) 

through its negotiation of the intersections of the performance, the conditions of production, and 
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the conditions of reception. Knowles’ approach is useful as we share the goal of determining 

“precisely what cultural work specific theatrical productions do” (14, emphasis in original).  

 The interpretive lenses that framed the performance and shaped audience reception are 

important to assess considering that Laura Edmondson has argued that “the marketing of war 

trauma” is one of a very few discourses that African subjects can employ to enter the global 

market or gain access to the global stage (“Marketing Trauma” 453). The novelty of ISÔKO’s 

production in Toronto was contingent upon the play being performed by survivors of the 

Rwandan genocide. These bodies contain the secrets of authenticity— the truths about war—that 

viewers outside of those places do not know and cannot obtain. President Kagame has 

acknowledged that the genocide is “the defining event in Rwandan history” (qtd. in Gourevitch 

167). While Rwanda attempts to come to terms with and progress beyond the aftermath of 

genocide, that genocide remains in the eyes of the international community the epitome of a 

“wound culture” and Rwanda is fetishized for this defining feature. Although Thompson astutely 

suggests that postwar communities have a right to “create performances that draw on 

experiences other than the painful” (xii, emphasis in original), I have not encountered many 

examples of performances of “fun and dance” from Rwanda on international tour, although there 

are a number of plays about traumatized Rwandans being performed in the United States, Great 

Britain and elsewhere in the Western world. On the one hand, ISÔKO toured to Canada because 

of Capraru’s connections with the organizers of the World Stage Festival and their genuine 

interest in bringing the company to partake in the Festival. On the other hand, Western 

capitalistic fetishism of the figure of the survivor (as one who is adaptable and ultra-competitive) 

provided the “alternative import” (Knowles 186) and cultural capital that would enable members 
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of ISÔKO to obtain travel visas to Canada to perform this story.
39

 Capraru writes of her 

Rwandan cast’s desire to be “messengers for the thousands of people who have no voices” 

(Capraru 22). Their appearance in Toronto not only helped them further their careers as 

professional artists, but also transformed them into cultural diplomats for those who have no 

other means to speak on this or any other “world stage.”  

 Despite the personal benefits of the actors’ journey to the Western stage, any celebration 

of the blurring of fiction and reality must be tempered by a critique of the way in which the 

performance hinged on the exoticism of the performers. Knowles reminds us of Dennis 

Kennedy’s observation that international festivals operate as destinations for cultural tourism and 

function as museums, “pillaging and exhibiting de-contextualized cultural artifacts in much the 

same way modernist artists . . . pillaged African masks and ‘oriental’ forms of ritual express” 

(181). I am doubtful that transnational performance and international tours of performances from 

places of war can escape colonial practices of viewing when foreign bodies perform personal and 

traumatic stories. Knowles is similarly concerned that theatre companies and actors lose agency 

when they perform at international festivals—even the World Stage Festival, which he names as 

an example. Like him, I do not mean to imply that these companies cannot or should not tour, or 

that cultural collisions are not worthwhile and productive, but I am attentive to his point that 

festival and touring circuits may not be the most appropriate venue “to engage in active cultural 

intervention and negotiation beyond the realm of pure aesthetics of formalism” (91). Knowles 

                                                 
39

 In Popular Trauma Culture: Selling the Pain of Others in the Mass Media, Anne Rothe provides a synoposis of 
the obsession of the survivor figure in late capitalism: “The survivor figure, who imbues the unethical Social 
Darwinist notion of the survival of the fittest with the quasi-sacred aura of the Holocaust, rose to cultural dominance 
at the same time that the American ideal of pursuing individual success and happiness gave way to a sense that life 
was a constant struggle for survival. Overcoming victimization—increasingly termed survival, even if the victim’s  
life was not threatened—thus replaced traditional notions of accomplishment and heroism. While the heroes of old 
altruistically risked their lives to save another’s, the objective of the modern-day antihero is simply to survive” (8).  
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argues that in order for performers to avoid “performing promotionally as cultural diplomats,” 

they must “work to function as guerillas rather than as free-floating signifiers open to 

appropriation or commodification by contexts and interests over which they have no control” 

(91). This chapter considers to what extent this was possible for ISÔKO.  

 

The witness affect: trauma discourse and more good intentions 

 Harbourfront Centre, known as a portal for international theatre, and described by 

Canadian stage and film director Atom Egoyan as “risky, urgent, and provocative” (“About 

World Stage”), purported that their 2010-2011 season programming would ask: “Do you look or 

do you see?” In a series of advertisements for the World Stage Festival, Harbourfront challenged 

Toronto “to witness.” Harbourfront’s familiar tagline, “What’s the big idea?” was featured in 

advertisements across Toronto with the supporting ideas: “Life is more than a spectator sport. It's 

a tango, a boxing match, a camera lens, an invitation to cross the thresholds. Being a witness to 

your world is not about observing; it’s about vision” (“What’s the Big IDEA?”). These slogans, 

combined with the visual image of the back of a clean-cut man staring at a question mark, 

seemed to encourage middle-class Torontonians to look at people, places or things they had not 

examined before. They were encouraged to see performance companies that have not toured to 

Toronto before, to encounter those others face-to-face, to focus on the people who have lived 

through social and political catastrophes, and to consider how those people’s appearances differ 

from the fleeting and fragmented images of events clipped in the media. Such marketing aligns 

with Harbourfront’s institutional imperative to “bridge the gap between learning and 

contemporary culture” (“What’s the Big IDEA?”). 
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  The marketing and reception of ISÔKO’s performances of The Monument in Toronto 

enables an exploration of guilt, citizenship, and the spectatorial position of the witness. 

Harbourfront’s challenge to “witness” might be interpreted as an attempt to promote “good 

citizenship.” Theatre that asks its audience to witness implies a greater sense of responsibility 

and a larger ethical framework that entails a public recognition of atrocities. According to E. Ann 

Kaplan, witnessing involves “wanting to change the kind of world where injustice, of whatever 

kind, is common” (122). This incentive to produce socially engaged citizens might be 

optimistically seen as one of the ways in which Harbourfront is engaging in social development 

and local and global community building initiatives. In 2009, James Moore, Minister of 

Canadian Heritage and Official Languages remarked that Harbourfront Centre is “one of 

Canada’s key cultural gathering places with more than 12 million visitors every year” and Jim 

Flaherty, Minister of Finance remarked that it is “one of our country’s most dynamic cultural 

institutions” (qtd. in Canadian Heritage). As a not-for-profit organization, government grants 

contribute about thirty percent of Harbourfront’s annual operating budget; the remainder comes 

from corporate sponsorship and individual donors (“Support us”).
40

 It is just the kind of large, 

permanent, upscale, purpose-built venue that Knowles describes that most major festivals are 

staged within (191).
41

 Partnered with the Government of Canada and the City of Toronto, 

Harbourfront’s mandate is to champion new, excellent, “aesthetically and socially innovative” 

global work, although its Artistic Producer, Tina Rasmussen, observes that Harbourfront still 

serves a predominantly middle-class, generally conservative audience (Capraru and Solga 

                                                 
40

 Harbourfront receives its money directly through the Department of Finance (A. Morrow). It is also a 
programming partner with Canadian Heritage, Canada Council of the Arts, Ontario Arts Council and Toronto Arts 
Council.  
41

Michael McKinnie has identified that Harbourfront has effectively marketed itself as a transnational venue, 
perhaps at the cost of being considered a local one (18). 
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n.pag.). Bringing a Rwandan theatre company to Toronto seems to be part of an initiative to 

educate and enlighten citizens about the cultures of minority populations living in the greater 

Toronto metropolis. 

 Harbourfront’s call to witness was coupled with the pledge that the performance would 

be exemplar of reconciliation. In the specific advertising for the program, Harbourfront heralds, 

The Monument is “[a] profound excavation into the nature of forgiveness.” ISÔKO “puts its 

finger on the pulse of humanity as it paints a contemporary portrait of a country whose resilient 

voice continues to be a beacon of hope and reconciliation” (“The Monument”). These words 

echo those of Capraru when she suggested that international performances of The Monument 

would “share the lessons that Rwanda has learned with others across the globe—about why this 

little land continues to be a beacon of successful reconciliation shining brightly in a troubled 

world” (22). They suggest that the performance will be evidence of Rwanda’s proud recovery 

from genocide, and that it will be a celebration of the advances that have been made. My concern 

with these statements is similar to Rustom Bharucha’s apprehension about how meanings 

“mutate and metabolize in the course of their transportation, translation, and specific uses in 

other cultures” (1). In Canada, as in Rwanda, the narrative presented by ISÔKO’s Monument 

was embedded in wider discursive, political, and cultural processes attempting to present 

Rwanda as a recovered and reconciled nation that presume that pure forgiveness—in the 

Derridean sense—is possible. The actors’ ability to work together as an ensemble and work 

through the issues of performing a play about genocide provided evidence that reconciliation is 

possible and is occurring in this context, even if this was not necessarily the transnational social 

work the company was attempting to accomplish. 
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 In addition to critiquing the normalizing attitude towards forgiveness that Harbourfront’s 

campaign purported, and acknowledging the limited political aspirations of witnessing a 

performance of reconciliation, the performance event provides fruitful ground to consider the 

reason for an individual audience member’s desire to “witness,” to be affected, or (in Dominick 

LaCapra’s words) to be “empathically unsettled” by the performance of reconciliation from 

Rwanda. The ethical implications of laying claim to witnessing must be interrogated considering 

that in Kaplan’s framework, witnessing demands that the audience assume a role which ethically 

entails action. For Jill Dolan, “the desire to feel, to be touched, to feel my longing addressed, to 

share the complexity of hope in the presence of absence and know that those around me, too, are 

moved” keeps her returning to the theatre (20). She suggests that the practice of attending theatre 

is inherently hopeful: “The act of showing up proves them receptive, converts already to the 

effectiveness of performance as a public practice; their presence at the theatre signals (hopefully) 

their willingness to think, to feel, to engage” (98). I do not disagree—attending a performance by 

Rwandans is, at the very least, indicative of a thirst for knowledge about foreign cultures, and 

might be indicative of a concern about global inequalities—but Dolan’s hope reads simplistically 

in a world where genocide continues to occur. I suspect that the active responsibilities that are 

necessary of witnesses are neutralized when the performance is a demonstration of 

reconciliation. In Fantasies of Witnessing, Gary Weissman suggests  

 a broadening of the term witness, as well as similar uses of the terms memory and trauma, 

 contributes to a wishful blurring of otherwise obvious and meaningful distinctions 

 between the victims and ourselves, and between the Holocaust and our own historical 

 moment. (20) 
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The same is true of the Rwandan genocide. For Rothe, the fantasy of witnessing is linked to the 

reification of authenticity and the postmodern pastiche where “contemporary everyday life is 

often experienced as mundane and banal, interchangeable and unoriginal, lacking a deeper 

meaning or purpose, in short, as an inauthentic simulation rather than the ‘real thing’” (158). She 

conjectures, “as the nostalgia for the ‘real thing’ expresses a longing for something that never 

actually existed, authenticity constitutes the ever-elusive holy grail of our late-modern era” and 

only the “personal, emotional, and experiential are considered authentic and real” (158). The 

moral capital and commodity value of witnessing a play about reconciliation performed by 

Rwandan actors is, then, linked to existential crisis as much as it is to guilt. Sentiments of loss 

are bound to the failure of not witnessing the events of 1994. Given that at the 1948 Genocide 

Convention, Canada was among the nations which pledged that genocide would “never again” be 

allowed to occur, for some audience members, “witnessing” ISÔKO’s performance of 

reconciliation might have been an attempt to reconcile their guilt about Canada’s failure to 

intervene in the Rwanda conflict and failure to live up to the responsibilities of citizenship that 

are lauded by cosmopolitanism. Witnessing is the ideal observational position because it alludes 

to political participation and embodied citizenship.
42

 Spectating is simply a form of passive 

observation. It is indeed hopeful to imagine that the audience of the World Stage is there to 

witness, be moved to social action and, quoting Dolan, “reinvest [their] energies in a different 

future, one full of hope and reanimated by a new, more radical humanism” (2). However, 

                                                 
42

 In her discussion of participant citizenship, Helen Nicholson draws on Chantal Mouffe’s conception of a radical, 
democratic citizen as one who “acts as a citizen, who conceives of herself in a collective undertaking.” She argues 
“in favour of an ‘embodied citizenship’ in which individuals act as citizens within a wider framework of personal, 
political and ethical associations” (qtd. in Nicholson 23). Participant, embodied citizenship functions “as a response 
to the limitations of liberalism, which has reduced citizenship to a legal status,” and which has effectively shifted the  
focus onto the “statutory rights of the individual rather than on more collective forms of identification and social 
action” (Nicholson 21).  
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witnessing in the theatre does not promise any such occurrence. To witness a performance of 

Rwanda’s reconciliation does not redeem the international community’s failure to witness and 

respond to the genocide in 1994; rather, it can resort to cultural tourism.  

  

Decontextualization and disconcertion: the performance, reception, and the politics of hope 

 Capraru aptly notes that “The Monument is a tough play to stage and to witness. Our 

production is not only difficult for the performers, but the spectators too, transmitting as it does 

horrific images from the past into the present to integrate the meaning of memory” (Capraru and 

Solga n.pag.). As I have discussed why ISÔKO’s performances of The Monument might appeal 

to Canadians, it seems important to also detail how The Monument changed when it was 

performed by Rwandan actors as a lead into a more sustained discussion of cultural tourism and 

voyeurism. Despite winning the Governor General’s Award for Drama, few performance 

reviews in The Monument’s long history of production are particularly positive. In a review of 

the premiere performance of the play directed by Richard Rose in Toronto in 1995, Vit Wagner 

assailed the unconvincing performance of the actors: “Barnett's howls fail to convincingly 

convey the pain such punishment would surely inflict; similarly, when Mejra's grief finally 

explodes, Dunsmore's ostentatiously anguished wails don't communicate the depth of the 

woman's sorrow. What we see each time is acting, not agony” (8). He attributed the lack of 

convincing emotion to “Richard Rose’s failure to lead the actors to greater psychological 

depths,” finally remarking that “So shallow is Stetko's transformation from amoral cynicism to 

repentant humanity that you half expect him to use the moment of Mejra's distracted grief as a 

chance to escape” (8). Similar sentiments were expressed in a review in the Globe and Mail of 

the 2006 performance of The Monument in Toronto by Obsidian Theatre. Kamal Al-Solaylee 
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concluded that director Nigel Shawn Williams “fails to extract enough tension—technically, we 

should be feeling dread, not ennui—from the text's catalogue of horrors, or to make virtue of its 

contradictory nature by delivering a play that can work on multiple levels simultaneously” 

(n.pag.). He goes on to suggest that the “physicality of the production also needs to be punched 

up if we are to believe in its violent and angry underpinnings” (n.pag.). The emotional difficulty 

of the subject matter poses a significant challenge for actors and for the audience. The inability 

of some actors to express the pain required to make the performance realistic is testament to the 

emotional and ethical difficulty of the issues presented in the play; however, it is also a problem 

of the production of the play because the efficacy of The Monument is undermined when actors 

cannot fulfill the roles of Mejra and Stetko.  

 This was not a problem with ISÔKO’s production—the Rwandan actors had intimate 

knowledge of genocide and the difficulty of living in a post-genocide community. The events of 

the play were very close to the personal histories of some of the company members. In an 

interview in Reader’s Digest, Jacqueline Umubyeyi (Mejra) reveals that during the genocide her 

parents and her older, pregnant sister were killed, and her nineteen-year old sister was captured 

by the interwahamwe and used as a sex slave (McClelland, “The Monument” 90). The pain of 

reliving those memories, and thinking about her family, almost prompted her to quit during the 

early days of rehearsals, “There are too many memories that I need to push away to get onstage” 

(qtd. in 89). Capraru describes that the process of rehearsal was essential for Umubyeyi to 

inhabit her role and know that she could “reference her genocide experiences and gain strength 

from that process” (Capraru and Solga n.pag.). She quotes Unubyeyi in a Radio-Canada 

interview conducted in May 2011: « Tu peux jouer le théâtre et aux même temps c'est la vérité, 

c'est très difficile . . . quelque foix je peux tomber dans des émotions. . . . C’est très risquant » 
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(“You can act on stage and at the same time it’s reality, it’s the truth, that’s very difficult . . . a 

few times I could fall into emotion . . . It’s very risky”; qtd. in Capraru and Solga n.pag.; Capraru  

trans.). Capraru insists that by the time the company performed before an audience in a public 

sphere, they had conducted “social acupuncture” on themselves; they had already gone through 

the very hard work of being honest about the human condition during rehearsal so that on stage 

they are able to be safe and create the experience for the audience (telephone interview). Jean 

Paul Uwayezu was eleven years old during the genocide and he also lost several family 

members: his older brother was murdered by genocidaires, and the family of nine children was 

separated and sent to live in different parts of the country (McClelland, “The Monument” 93). 

Uwayezu revealed that assuming the role of Stetko and embodying the “most hated, vile creature 

in all of Rwanda” meant that one of his best friends did not talk to him for two months (qtd. in 

McClelland, “The Monument” 92). The rehearsal process demanded that he had to “think like a 

killer, speak like a killer, walk like a killer.” Ultimately, the role enabled him to realize how 

similar Stetko is to himself, “full of life, laughing every day, joking” and how “everyone can 

become a killer” (qtd. in Solga and Capraru n.pag.). Capraru explains that the actor’s 

commitment to producing the work both demanded and enabled them to overcome personal, 

traumatic hauntings: 

 Simply to be able to perform together meant that we had to learn intimately to coexist, to 

 share our individual truths, and to build a spirit of solidarity through a fiery and 

 demanding creative process that balanced interdependence among artists with our 

 collective commitment to the production, to the traumatic histories among us, and to our 

 Rwandan audiences, which we knew would ultimately include survivors, perpetrators, 

 bystanders, and everyone in between. (qtd. in Capraru and Solga n.pag.) 
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Although the Bosnian references remained in the translated edition, and the play was not an 

entirely realistic representation of the issues facing post-genocide Rwanda, the pain these actors 

and audiences experienced was real and it was evident in performance.  

 Attentive to Toronto’s cultural industry that instantly framed The Monument as “a global 

arts and culture product,” Solga observes that ISÔKO’s goal was never to prove that genocide 

occurred, but “to encourage audiences to question the implied trajectory between performance 

and social justice that the Rwandan government’s investments in mandatory reconciliation and 

‘moving on’ have generated” (Capraru and Solga n.pag.) . She adds, “For Jen and the cast, the 

hard, ongoing labour of trust prompted by their shared work, with its slow pace and spiral 

dimension, is this show’s ‘outcome’, that which they most hoped to bring to audiences” (n.pag.). 

During the performance in Toronto, the emotional struggle of the actors demonstrated that 

reconciliation (and healing) has not occurred, been achieved, or concluded in the context of 

Rwanda. The affective labour of the actors prevented ISÔKO’s Monument from flaunting 

Rwanda as an exemplar of reconciliation, or The Monument as a play that dramatizes 

forgiveness. Moreover, it avoided a melodramatic happy ending of recovery or redemption; it 

resisted normalizing forgiveness and legitimizing an imposing ideology. In this sense the 

performance taught a productive social message about the difficulty of the pursuit of justice and 

the challenge of cohabitation in the aftermath of genocide. ISÔKO avoided succumbing to the 

presentation of a nationalist agenda—that of reconciliation—in a cultural showcase.
43

 It also 
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 ISÔKO’s performance of the process of reconciliation is complicated as the production was officially endorsed by 
the Rwandan Ministry of Sports and Culture. As a result of this push and pull, Capraru and Solga suggest the 
production “might best be viewed both as a work made in the spirit of ongoing healing and community support, and 
also as a resisting product of the globalizing African megacity” (n.pag.). In order for Kigali to receive “global city” 
status, it must demonstrate that it is safe for commerce. The impetus to imagine the city as “already healed, already  
reconciled, and now open (for business) to the world” effects what types of local art is produced and is producible in 
the city (Capraru and Solga n.pag.).  
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demonstrated Derrida’s point that “forgiveness is not something which can be mandated by the 

government” (17).  

 The productivity of this social critique must be called into question because it was issued 

by way of the consumption of what appeared to be the pain of others. The experience of extreme 

violence conflated with the consumption of the experience of its representation (Rothe 159). On 

the World Stage, just as in the memorial museums in Rwanda, “bodies [were] used to extract 

truth” (Thompson 105). Thompson’s concern about the “Rwandan theatre of witnessing” in the 

memorial museums is appropriate with respect to ISÔKO’s Monument:  

 the audience of witness and the perpetrator share the same visual culture of victimage. 

 They both attain their subject position and relation to the victim through the display of 

 pain, and they both use the marked body of the victim to construct memory, to restage the 

 truth. (105) 

Provoking the actors to remember personal memories of the genocide and marketing the pain of 

others could be considered “intercultural tourism of the most intrusive kind” (Knowles 184) as 

the actors’ bodies were constructed as objects to-be-looked-at and, what appeared to be, their 

personal stories of suffering were products-to-be-consumed. Capraru is adamant that the actors 

were not reliving their own trauma “because, if they were, they wouldn’t be able to perform 

every night. They’re referencing it, but they’re not re-traumatizing” (telephone interview).  

Capraru clearly recognizes how “applied theatre’s reliance on the experience of suffering as its 

inspiration” is counterproductive (Thompson 10), but I am not convinced that it was possible for 

viewers to distinguish between the performance of pain and the citation of pain. In fact, it might 

not be possible for an audience from a developed nation to avoid a voyeuristic gaze when they 

view a performance about genocide by a theatre company from a place of war. 
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 While they do not explicitly address the problems inherent in international performances 

of pain, Capraru and Solga document The Monument’s journey from Kigali to Toronto, think 

through “the place of live art for social change in the ‘global city,’” and reflect upon the 

commodification of ISÔKO’s actors (n.pag.). Capraru and Solga demonstrate how The 

Monument, as a “work made within yet resistant to the neoliberal logic of the globalizing city, 

allowed it to function as provocative social labour in the wake of overwhelming expectations 

about social ‘goods’ and progress-oriented outcomes in both Kigali and Toronto” (n.pag.). Their 

article examines ISÔKO’s “resistive ambivalence toward progress-oriented arts” (n.pag.) and the 

structures and discourses in place that shaped The Monument, and push Toronto and Kigali to 

achieve “global city” status. They conclude their analysis with a discussion of the talkback 

session that took place after The Monument’s final Toronto performance on 1 May 2011. During 

this event Capraru and Solga argue that the two communities’ models of development collided. 

Capraru had staged an active curtain call so that the actors would have an opportunity to release 

tension wrought from the show. It was, in her words, “a curtain call that echoed their liveness, 

and seemed to go on and on. By their radiantly joyous faces they were telling us: ‘We are 

alright’” (Capraru and Solga n.pag.). Capraru and Solga describe the actors as “true survivors 

and true professionals, able to transmute their lived experience into performance and stay secure” 

(n.pag.). Capraru remembers that the performance drained the actors, but after a brief pause for 

recovery, the actors returned to the theatre to answer for questions:  

 [Jen:] After a few easy questions, a woman asked us whether the show would be staged 

 for young Rwandan audiences; she told us she was hosting a Rwandan exchange student 

 who would not talk about the genocide, and she wanted to know why. Jacqueline, though 

 weary from the performance, was eager to speak: as a teacher and counselor who works 
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 with youth, she knows first-hand that the children of both victims and survivors are 

 themselves traumatized. Speaking very quietly, in French with me translating, she shared 

 the story of her own daughter’s struggles to know “qui a tué sa famille” (“who killed her 

 family”). The room became very still. A few more questions followed. Then, a male 

 spectator said: “I’m curious about what your ethnic backgrounds are; I don’t know if 

 you’re Hutu or Tutsi.” I knew the question (really a statement) was inappropriate, yet as a 

 company we had anticipated it. The actors reacted instantly in their bodies. I explained, 

 as we had planned I would, that these distinctions are no longer in use in Rwanda. Ruth 

 Nirere, who plays Ina, spoke to the myth that you can read a Rwandan’s ethnicity in her 

 or his face – a sly challenge to any curious audience member. Finally, Jean Paul said: 

 “After 50 years, we are sick of it. I’m sorry, but we don’t want to talk about that 

 anymore.” Other questions then came and went, and the day ended, as usual, with the 

 company mingling with the audience. But the man’s question lingered in the air.  

 [Kim:]  I was sitting on the opposite side of the room from the man who asked that 

 charged question. I could barely hear him, but I felt the audience shift. I suspect many of 

 us recognized that he’d broken a taboo, but we wanted to see what would happen next 

 and maybe to know the answer. (n.pag.) 

This awkward moment in the theatre demonstrates to Capraru and Solga how “the tourist, the 

patron, the ticket-holder” expects to be “the most important factor in the arts equation: artists 

exist to serve us, to make us want to come and play in the city” (n.pag., italics in original). It is 

an example of how “the performance from a non-Western culture sheds light on what, precisely, 

is Western about the conditions of both reception and production environments” (Bennett 168). 

In the context of this exchange, sharing their back stories is part of the contract. And yet, Solga 
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writes, “somehow, at the level of our bodies, we [the audience] knew that expectation was bogus; 

the actors knew it, too” (Capraru and Solga n.pag.). Despite being willing to share their personal 

stories elsewhere, including in interviews for Ms., Reader’s Digest and Radio-Canada, the actors 

refused to share this information with the audience of the World Stage. If Rothe is correct that 

fantasies of witnessing are related to the yearning for authenticity, then ISÔKO effectively 

denied them the most covetable product wagered in this intercultural exchange. In doing so, they 

demonstrate a mastery of their victimhood that thwarts any pretext of their helplessness.  

 The bourgeois consumer’s desire to understand and to read the Third World survivor 

“better,” and the Rwandan actors’ refusal to perform in the role being cast, is a struggle for 

power I want to explore in more detail in the context of trauma culture. Rothe contends that since 

victims tend to have few resources to exchange for power in the global capitalist economy, 

testimony possesses a “moral currency” (29). The fact the play was performed in Kinyarwanda 

with surtitles meant that audience members could not engage in the traditional testifier-witness 

trauma model where the act of listening, according to Dori Laub’s theorization, enables the 

secondary witness to experience a modified version of the survivor’s trauma and “comes to be a 

participant and a co-owner of the traumatic event” (“Bearing” 57). Without knowledge of 

Kinyarwanda, audience members could not assume the psychoanalytic model of witnessing, the 

predominant mode of working through traumatic experiences and becoming secondary 

witnesses. Rothe reminds us that the dominant Holocaust trope is “to listen to the witness is to 

become the witness” (qtd. on 162). ISÔKO did not enable fantasies of witnessing to occur—

audiences were not equipped to witness in the dominant sense, or “feel the horror.” They were 

forced to engage with the performance by way of representation; understanding had to be 

generated through gesture, action, and embodied emotion rather than words. 
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 Just as ISÔKO’s symbolic counter-monument enabled Rwandan audience members to 

formulate a counter-narrative to the troublesome official discourse that simplifies the 

difficultness of Rwanda’s past by provoking the “difficult return” and engaging their own 

memories of the genocide, the method of constructing the monument and representing the 

victims was significant for audiences in Canada. I mentioned in my previous chapter that 

Capraru attempted to present a monument of bodies as far away as theatrically possible from the 

images of piles of corpses bulldozed into mass graves in warzones such as Bosnia, Darfur, the 

Congo, or Poland, images that have “somehow over time managed to lose their shocking 

resonance” (20). I argued that Capraru’s monument honoured the victims and provided her 

sensitive audience distance from images of horror. In Canada, her monument had to resensitize a 

desensitized audience. The embodied ghosts of Ana and Ini stood in for the unseen and the 

unspoken victims; they drew attention to the absence of the other victims. Solga’s description of 

theatrical ghosts is fitting: “Ghosts mark what is simultaneously visible and invisible in 

performance, the uncanny gap within the representation that makes us (but does not fill us with) 

wonder (just a tickle at the back of the brain)” (5). Drawing on Alice Rayner’s work on ghosts, 

she adds that ghosts “are the intangible effects that ‘test the limits of [our] intelligibility,’ 

pointing neither to ‘presence’ nor at ‘absence in some grand, metaphysical sense but toward the 

mundane, entirely material markers of a very palpable, very human loss” (5). In Toronto, as in 

Rwanda, the ghosts of Ana and Ini wove their way through the theatre, haunting audience 

members and performers alike and prompting them to consider “what it might mean to live, not 

in the past but in relation with the past” (Simon, Rosenberg, Eppert 4). 

 In scene seven when Stetko exhumes the bodies, Mejra cherished the remains of the girls 

and passed these artifacts to Ana and Ini who presented them at the feet of the audience 
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members. In this solemn, sacred space lit by candles and filled with Rwandan hymns, those 

sitting in a larger circle in the intimate quarters of Harbourfront’s Brigantine Room were forced 

to make room for the presence of each girl, and determine for themselves their personal 

relationship to the artifact and the monument. Literally “dropped at the town’s feet” (Young 30), 

the audience was co-opted into the event of remembering and forced to maneuver around the 

victims’ remains when they got up to leave the theatre. To step on, around, or over the “bodies” 

demanded audience members to contemplate their relation to the monument and all that it 

symbolized.  

 For some of the Toronto audience members, alternating between reading the poorly timed 

English surtitles projected on three small screens, and watching what appeared to be a very real 

emotional struggle of the actors when they mourned the victims, failed to produce the affective 

experience they had anticipated. Harbourfront embassy member Peter Kingstone remarks:  

 I felt like the play was really trying to move us into a particular direction. . . . This sort 

 of overt emotion for me, as an audience member [especially in the overly dramatic final 

 scene], made me want to turn off and stop looking. I wish it had been . . . placed on my 

 shoulders to feel emotional and not allowed the actors to get emotional for me. (qtd. in 

 Dupuis) 

In a blog post, Dan Daley said he was similarly disappointed and prefers performances where the 

audience “goes on a journey” with the actors: “In this production I’m not sure if enough room 

was allowed for the audience to grasp the intensity of the tragedies being described” (qtd. in 

Dupuis). A third respondent felt it was hard to connect with the actors: “Their emotional struggle 

was so deep and so internalized that I felt as though I had hit a wall of emotion with no way 

through. I even noticed myself wanting to inch my chair back from the front row, to separate 
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myself from the action” (qtd. in Dupuis). These three comments suggest that some of the 

audience—primed to witness—in fact, felt too distanced from the action and unsettled by the 

actors’ performances. Their comments make them sound like voyeurs of painful personal 

histories rather than witnesses of reconciliation.  

 These comments are  also a sentiment is indicative of the trauma culture that has been 

produced by Holocaust studies discourse and the post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) studies 

framework wherein which it is absurdly believed that in order to commemorate the past, one 

must witness, and in order to witness, one must vicariously experience the pain of the victims 

and suffer alongside them (Rothe 161). Such a sentiment has gained currency because Holocaust 

survivor and trauma theorist Dori Laub exalts the importance of the secondary witness. He 

argues “it is essential for this narrative that could not be articulated to be told, to be transmitted, 

to be heard” (“Truth and Testimony” 69, italics in original). The listener becomes participant in 

the suffering. Building on Weissman’s discussion of the “oxymoronic pursuit of vicariously 

witnessing the suffering of its victims,” Rothe explicates that “when we ‘face great difficulty in 

feeling anything comparable to what we imagine the victims and witnesses of such horrors must 

have felt,’ we mistake this as signifying ‘our own moral inadequacy in responding’” (161). This 

inclination is not only unethical and nonsensical, but also prevents viewers from understanding 

genocide as a complex historical event, or being inspired to change the political structures that 

prevent its alleviation (161).
44

 If the atrocity being memorialized is far removed from the 

                                                 
44

 Rothe’s description bears remarkable similarity to Kaplan’s pro-social, radical, idealistic mode of witnessing that 
is contingent on the listener/viewer remaining distanced from the victims. In Kaplan’s conception, “‘Witnessing’ 
involves not just empathy and motivation to help, but understanding the structure of justice—that an injustice has 
taken place—rather than focusing on a specific case. Once this happens one may feel obligated to take responsibility 
for specific injustices. Art that invites us to bear witness to injustice goes beyond moving us to identify with and 
help a specific individual, and prepares us to take responsibility for preventing future occurrence. ‘Witnessing’ thus 
involves a stance that has public meaning or importance and transcends individual empathic or vicarious suffering to 
produce community” (23). 
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everyday realities of the audience (as in the case of the genocide in Rwanda), there appear to be 

few possibilities of pro-social action open to the spectators. 

 Rothe’s work on the reception of trauma narratives adds another dimension to Knowles’ 

assessment of international festivals where he summarizes that “strong and culturally specific 

work” is transformed into “mere representation” that allows audiences and critics to “detach 

themselves from the specific social issues under active negotiation in the plays and retreat into 

discussions of theatrical form and technique” (182). I would add to this discussion that there is 

merit in this affective experience of disorientation, disappointment and discomfort. There is a 

troublesome affective economy at play when a Canadian spectator is able to remain settled while 

watching a painful performance by Rwandan actors; however, I want to carve out space for a 

broader range of reactions that might have been generated through this intense intercultural, 

interpersonal encounter. Bharucha points out, “There are lessons in humility to be learned from 

being ‘left out’” (3). And as Thompson explains, in applied theatre, bewilderment is welcomed 

rather than dismissed as a problem because it “counter[s] the over-easy and often stifling effect 

of certainty. The state of bewilderment is shorthand for the importance and positive effect of 

amazement, fascination, and doubt” (Applied Theatre 22). The proximity of the “bodies” of the 

girls is not dissimilar to the proximity of real bodies at memorial museums in Rwanda where 

both Philip Gourevitch and James Thompson found that the affective force of visiting these sites 

prompted the “difficult return.” Paul Williams helpfully explains the turmoil prompted by 

viewing preserved human remains:  

 the “pain of looking” involves not only victims’ agonizing experiences, but our 

 discomfort at having to see. While the act of looking is typically understood as a 
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 necessary burden in order to appreciate what is at stake, the viewer’s actual response may 

 be more self-consciously rooted in the shortfall of his or her emotional reaction. (62) 

Williams connects the “shortfall” of the viewer’s reaction to a discussion of despair and 

indignation, two emotions that prompt the viewer to feel that “the resumption of [their] lives 

appears to be a hopelessly inadequate response to what [they] have just seen” (63). For a 

Canadian audience, the “difficult return” entails recognition of the international community’s 

failure to intervene in the 1994 Rwandan genocide and to allow genocide to occur.  

I am not willing to make the claim that ISÔKO’s performances of The Monument in 

Toronto prompted a sense of individual responsibility or political commitment to be better 

citizens in the world community amongst the audience. The imaginative possibilities of 

solidarity, participation, and even political action taking that opened up in the performances in 

Rwanda are not detectable in the reception of the performances. But by refusing to stage a better 

world—a reconciled Rwanda— ISÔKO did not relieve Canadians of guilt and responsibility for 

their previous inaction. If in assessing performances in places in war, and by extension, 

performances from places of war, we are to turn our attention towards the affective register of 

applied performance, as Thompson suggests we must, I want to hold onto the productive 

potential of the affective experience of attending a performance that is untranslatable and 

indigestible. I am not making a turn towards hope, but I am pointing out that the experience of 

discomfort generates anxiety which in turn can inspire change. After all, Thompson maintains, 

“Bewilderment is both the state of being confused within that moment of application, and the 

state of flux that can become the energetic creative force behind this use of theatre” (Applied 

Theatre 200).  
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 Bewilderment is also “stimulus for critical and questioning research” (Applied Theatre 

22). I, too, felt underwhelmed by the performance. Having travelled across the country to see the 

play performed twice (once on the opening night and again on the closing night), my 

expectations were high: I had submitted a proposal about Canadian cultural production related to 

the Rwandan genocide as the topic for my graduate studies. I would see the performances alone 

because my friends and family in Toronto at the time either expressed no interest in attending the 

performance or thought that it would be a painful experience they would rather avoid. My plan 

had been to “experience” the play on the opening night, and to “analyze” the performance the 

second time I attended. My journey to the theatre was not easy: my flight arrived late, the bus 

between the airport and the downtown was caught in rush-hour, and the key I was given for my 

hotel room did not unlock the door and required that I return to the lobby, wait in line again, and 

try the key again—eating up any time I might have had to freshen up. It was questionable 

whether or not I would arrive to the performance on time. I sprinted the half dozen blocks 

between my hotel and the theatre and only arrived with a few minutes to spare—time to note that 

despite the fact this was an important event in my life, I had not combed my hair, my tights now 

had a very noticeable run, and my shirt was slightly sweaty. In the lobby I noted that Colleen 

Wagner was in attendance, and that the audience was racially diverse, and included a number of 

individuals who might be Rwandan, but I was uncertain how to determine if this was true. I 

barged my way through the crowd milling toward the now-open theatre doors in an attempt to 

get a good seat, but as the chairs were placed in a circular formation, it was difficult to tell. I 

selected a seat in the front row across from one of the three screens that would project surtitles. 

When the actors entered and began to sing, I recognized the music, having watched several 

promotional clips of the performance. As the play progressed I was surprised by how much of 
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the staging I could anticipate. I felt embarrassed by the fact that for much of the first half of the 

performance I did not think the pacing was “right.” The mismatched surtitles contributed to this 

effect. Capraru’s strategy of scrolling the dialogue on screens, reminiscent of Brecht’s placards, 

was not particularly effective as the surtitles were not synced with the actor’s delivery of those 

lines, nor did they always remain on the screens long enough to read. Reading the text entailed 

disconnecting from the action and emotion of the performance. The performance “felt rushed” 

when the text fell far behind the dialogue, but very drawn out during the long scene when Stetko 

unburies, Mejra mourns, and the ghosts build the monument.
45

 There were times I felt the actors 

were nervous, and there were times I felt like they were trying too hard to please us. Despite my 

knowledge that finding rehearsal space in Rwanda is difficult, when I was confronted with 

Bharucha’s difficult question—“Can economic inequalities be included in one’s respect for 

cultural difference? (2)—I could not suppress feeling that the performance seemed amateurish. 

My critical consciousness and my affective experience were irreconcilable. And despite the fact I 

knew the play, and was reading the surtitles, the conclusion felt like it came too quickly. I 

thought to myself, “Maybe I didn’t get it? Good thing I’m coming back.”  

 It was announced that there would be no talk back following the first performance,
46

 but 

we were urged to stay for a reception that would celebrate ISÔKO’s arrival in Toronto. East 

African food and drink was on its way. We were also told that it would be rude to leave now 

because the performances were taking place during the one hundred days that Rwandans mourn 

the genocide each year. Several of us remained seated in our chairs, waiting, perhaps, for 

someone to remove “the bodies” and blow out the candles placed at our feet. I became very self-

                                                 
45

 Some of these impressions likely stem from problems with the text itself. In his review of the premier production 

in 1995, Vit Wagner wrote: “Initially, we are not told that the woman has a personal interest in revenge, but the play  

telegraphs that revelation so thoroughly that when it finally comes, it fails to achieve the intended impact” (n.pag.). 
46

 The decision was made by the World Stage, not ISÔKO (Capraru, telephone interview).  
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aware—not only of my sweaty shirt and tattered nylons, but of my existence within this space. 

The stage was no longer the sacred space of the actors, but was taken over by the audience. I 

worried, how was I supposed to perform? Some audience members sat weeping. Some spectators 

rushed out of the theatre—perhaps they had other commitments that night, or perhaps they left 

early because they had no commitment to the ongoing performance being enacted in this space. 

As they professed their apologies at the door, complained that they should get their money back 

from the performance because of poor sightlines, or walked out without shame or any detectable 

demonstration of responsibility whatsoever, I realized that they were an important part of this 

“second act.” Although I knew I would stay for the celebration, I was self-conscious about being 

alone, and I yearned to find some way to “fit in” amongst the group who remained. I did not 

know what questions were appropriate to ask other audience members, or how much I should 

reveal about my own ethnographic objectives. I felt disappointed that the talk back had been 

cancelled—there were answers to questions I wanted to know, and I had counted on the talk 

backs as being helpful for my research. ISÔKO failed to deliver me these goods. They delivered 

other, material goods, though. Jacqueline had brought with her jewelry made by her friends out 

of world newspapers and Solange sold her CDs. In this subsequent performance of Jacqueline 

selling “authentic” Rwandan goods, audience members were given a second chance to respond, 

and this time in a role they were more accustomed to performing—as consumers. This post-

performance performance of exchange is further evidence of the performers’ awareness of their 

consumer appeal as well as indication of their ability to use it to their advantage. In performing 

Rwanda’s painful past, they gained access to a market of potential patrons.  

 ISÔKO refused, to the best of their ability, to be commodified or to affirm dominant 

capitalist sentiments. The majority of us did not take a product home that night—jewelry, CD or 
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otherwise. Knowles reports that typically the themes of performances at international festivals 

are overwhelmed by essentially capitalist messages that undermine the productivity of the work. 

He admits “it is tempting to consider the constraints and containments of the international 

marketplace as virtually all-confining” (188). In such an environment, “The possibilities for 

transgression or subversion linger only in the fissures among the various processes and practices 

and in the productive tensions that these fissures and fault lines produce” (32). It was precisely 

through the gaps and fissures between the audience’s horizon of expectations and the affective 

experience of the play that I caught sight of the productive potential of international tours of 

applied theatre projects. Remarkably, ISÔKO managed to push against a neoliberal agenda of 

progress and outcomes and to achieve important social work. ISÔKO did not produce witnesses 

of Rwanda’s reconciliation. A play where all parties have been forgiven, crimes have been 

forgotten, and all individuals have moved on is not the performance ISÔKO staged. If we are to 

consider the audience as witnesses, they must not be considered witnesses of reconciliation, but 

only of the difficult process of reconciling. The difference is the deliberate refusal to exploit 

emotion for political or other ideological ends (Kaplan 22). Neither overwhelmed with hope or 

sorrow, the experiences of dissatisfaction, alienation, bewilderment and dis-ease described in the 

viewers’ testaments demonstrates radical awareness of their lack of empathy and understanding.  

 Ultimately, ISÔKO’s failure to perform as expected prompted audience members to 

reflect upon the ineptitude of their position of spectatorship and their assumptions as consumers.  

But even in doing so, ISÔKO could not escape colonial lenses of viewership. The actors’ 

willingness to share their stories, and their relationship with Capraru, enabled them access into a 

market otherwise difficult to enter, a passport to travel the world, and a place on the World Stage 

where they could be in dialogue with a Western audience about their country. Rather than 
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gesturing towards a “potentially better future” (Dolan 8) where solidarity exists between 

disparate communities or groups of people, as was the case in Rwanda, the performances of The 

Monument in Toronto typify an intercultural collision. There were no scenes of togetherness or 

reconciliation between Global North and Global South, First World and Third World, or Canada 

and Rwanda; there was no indication that The Monument turned the “as is” to a “what if” and 

drew attention beyond individual suffering, but onto the larger social and political issues that 

prevent genocide from being considered a global responsibility. There is no way to know how 

the experience of bewilderment might inform future actions or interactions. In light of histories 

of genocide and colonial oppression, I am left balancing hope and despair, spinning around 

Dolan’s important questions: “How can we hope for a better future in such an environment? 

What can hope mean, in a world of terror? What can performance do, against these 

overwhelming odds?” (3). At the end of my cost-benefit analysis of the aesthetic representation 

of suffering, I remain skeptical whether or not the professional experience and access to global 

capital outweigh the dangers of performances from places of war being toured to and performed 

in places without war. And I am equally concerned about what it means for me, as an optimistic 

young Canadian to declare that something good has come out of this exchange. 

 ISÔKO’s Monument is indicative of an emerging trend in intercultural performance both 

within and outside of the international performance festival context. It is a production that tests 

the limits of applied theatre and applied theatre research—utopian performatives are hard to 

come by and hope is neither the goal nor the desirable affective experience. It might be the case 

that bewilderment emerges as the affective experience par excellence and that critiques of 

capitalism and exchange become the dominant means in which to identify productive social 

work. But if this is the case, applied theatre is stripped of its radicalness in the here and now.  
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Conclusion: The Limits of Applied Theatre and the End of Hope? 

 ISÔKO resisted Rwanda’s re-imagining project and countered discourses that normalize 

the notion of forgiveness in performance in both locales. In Rwanda, the performances enabled 

public dreaming and hope for a better future without succumbing to the narrative of unity and 

reconciliation that the government is attempting to produce. The government’s progress-driven 

agenda often co-opts grassroots performance in post-genocide Rwanda, and so it is significant 

that for Capraru and Solga, ISÔKO’s production of The Monument functions as “a work in 

progress rather than a work of progress” (n.pag., italics in original). The production of The 

Monument was process-oriented as it depended on the “constant building and rebuilding of trust 

bonds . . . among actors, director, and audiences” (Capraru and Solga n.pag.). While ISÔKO did 

not deliberately work against outcomes, they also did not conform to the expectations of 

government, funders, or individual consumers. This achievement is remarkable, and I remain 

hopeful about the transformation of a Canadian play into an applied theatre project precisely 

because ISÔKO refused to present a singular “truth about war.”   

 Despite this significant social work, I remain seriously concerned about international 

tours of applied theatre projects and what Julie Salverson describes as the “increasingly 

permeable territory” between applied theatre and non-applied theatre (xii). I appreciate 

Nicholson’s point that polarizing “applied” and “non-applied” theatre/drama risks emphasizing 

the “utilitarianism of applied [theatre] at the expense of its artistic and aesthetic qualities” (6). 

ISÔKO’s actors are professional performers even though their work fits within the applied 

theatre rubric. However, the point at which applied theatre and theatre blend is not just a point of 

contact in which to articulate aesthetic judgement; it is a site of tension in the era of global 

capitalism where colonial practices of viewing are abundant and performers are transformed into 
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commodities. As a result, this performance from a place of war prompts serious questions about 

the ethics of spectatorship.   

 In “Of Sugarcoating and Hope,” Laura Edmondson examines the pathologies of hope in 

theatre and performance studies. She discerns that even in assessments of “particularly 

formidable structures of domination,” we can usually identify fissures, ruptures, slippages and 

moments of disequilibrium “in which marginalized voices and alternative agendas are at least 

momentarily articulated” (7). We search for, and are able to detect moments when “margins 

triumph and the centres are destabilized” (7). These moments inspire us to “write passionately 

and persuasively about hope. We imagine alternatives with a vengeance,” and we celebrate 

producing theatre (the act of creation) as a method of survival (7). Edmondson’s assessment of 

the field is apposite within applied theatre research where the stakes of the performances are 

especially high. It seems important to document and celebrate moments of hope in a landscape of 

tragedy. The act of coming together to create, to perform, or to witness despite the “various 

forces of oppression/exploitation/terror in which that particular group of humanity is caught” is 

in itself hopeful for the (re-)formation of a community (Edmondson 7-8). The problem then 

becomes when “the promise of transformation” is used as “a theoretical salve for our unease 

about an unjust and genocidal planet where our economic privilege and material comfort depend 

upon a harsh world order that consigns millions of human beings to squalor and despair” (7). I 

am aware that my reading of the performances in Rwanda fits into this trend. I am inspired by 

ISÔKO’s mission and convinced that their performances of The Monument contributed in 

socially productive ways to individual reconciliation without succumbing to the progress-driven 

mandate fostered through the re-imagining project. I am less hopeful about the performances of 

The Monument in Toronto. The risk of applied theatre being absorbed into popular theatre 
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contains some loss of the radical. Like Capraru and Solga, I caught glimpses in the performance 

and post-performance sessions where ISÔKO’s actors regained control over their destinies 

despite the overwhelming interpretive frames shaping the performance. The actors were not 

helpless victims; they were resistant, resilient, professional performers, but I am not convinced 

that these moments of radicalness were what the audience detected or remembered.  

 I am optimistic that ISÔKO built a counter-monument through their performance of The 

Monument that honoured the victims and survivors of Rwanda’s genocide. This was important 

social labour because, as Wilson explains, the process of creating a memorial provides “a means 

through which a damaged community can come together socially” and works through “otherwise 

difficult conversations and interactions” (6). But even though building a monument is linked to 

the construction of a community, there is no guarantee that said community will rise in collective 

action. In his pursuit of performance events that can inspire radical social transformation, 

Kershaw focuses on performances where audiences become full participants. He calls for the 

“aesthetics of total immersion” to address the crisis in (global) community, stimulate collective 

empowerment, and indicate potential for a radical response to the nightmares of postmodernity 

(194). Audiences were not totally immersed in The Monument even in the construction of the 

monument to the “truth about war.” From the documented reception of The Monument in 

Toronto, it is difficult to assess whether the affective experience of viewing the performance—

the experience of bewilderment—is promising of future action or not.  

 Edmondson rightly points out that genocide is so bleak a reality that we may not be able 

to retain our focus on it without some indication or aspiration of hope (8). At the crux of 

“cultural materialism’s caution and performativity’s hope” (Harvie 69) it is difficult to avoid the 

impasse of being too pessimistic or too optimistic. I retain hope in the practice of theatre-going 
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and the residual effects of that experience, but I do not want to fall into the trap of making too 

much of or being too optimistic about the experience of bewilderment. Bewilderment is not 

inherently hopeful—that is not to say that bewilderment is not productive, but as radical 

efficaciousness is linked to the ways in which performance promotes democracy in a world 

“made complex by mediatisation and globalization” (Kershaw 63), I reserve making further 

declarations of hope. After all, bewilderment reifies difference rather than generating solidarity.  

 Edmondson does not advocate that we stop analyzing how resilience is expressed through 

creation, but she suggests that we question how we write about it for if we cannot disentangle 

resistance and devastation, we must scale back our claims that performance trumps hegemonies 

(8). There are no easy victories to claim here. I have argued that ISÔKO’s performance was 

radical in Rwanda and that it was stripped of its radicalness in Toronto. As the “mutually 

exclusive divides” of “applied theatre” and “non-applied theatre” merge, not only do the “activist 

goals of striving for change” and the “community building practices stressing celebration and 

affirmation” exist side-by-side (Salverson xii), they overlap, intermesh, and clash. It is 

impossible to know what power is generated by this friction. I do not disagree with Thompson 

that theatre application creates “unpredictable moments, ripples or affective responses” that are 

powerful and “worthy of attention” (Applied Theatre 138), but when the affective turn in theatre 

research in general, and applied theatre in particular, becomes a predictable outcome, orthodox 

form, and an end in itself, we lose the “difficult return” of the past in our hope for the future.   
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